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10 March 1941 - XIX

Dear Family,

I mentioned in a previous letter that it is problematic to write and I outlined some of
the reasons, for the moment I have found a subject;I’ll jump from one topic to 
another, not making sense, believing what is not true, since the pen is free to write
what it likes even if my thoughts are different. After nine months in prison one cannot
expect to be in the right frame of mind but I remember one of the Ten
Commandments: “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.”And I feel
ashamed in being unproductive, clothed, maintained and cared for by the government,
which needs lots of money to wage the war...victoriously.

In the shack a group of Italians is playing cards and I, listening to their arguments, pay
no attention to what I am writing to you. I think that your letters are rare and late in
reaching me and I would like to believe that the snow slows down the trains. Speaking
of delays I will give you another address for your letters to me in order to avoid to
have them sent from here to Ottawa because here there is no censor for our language;
address them to: 525 Department of Secretary of State, Ottawa.

Greetings and kisses, yours,

Antonio

25 March 1941

Dear Family,

On Monday (yesterday) I received your letters dated 11 and 14 of this month. Of the
first there was only the heading and the end, half of the second was missing. I
understand your feelings regarding the present situation, but I must also ask you not to
express yourselves too freely on paper, have patience, pray and put your trust in the
divine justice. I am all right, don’t worry, think only about keeping healthy and in 
good spirits.

Greetings and kisses,

Yours,

3 April 1941

Dear Family,

In your letter of the 18th of the past month, I enjoyed the news about everybody
especially Savian. In this valley of tears there are those who have a cross to bear:
Giuseppina, Gina as well as us. If the good will be compensated in the eternal life, we
will all meet again there. I am glad you went to see Cesare even if he does not feel his
brother is a victim of the situation. Do not send sweets or ravioli, instead send things
that will keep like anchovies, salami or preserves. You are lucky to be able to listen
to beautiful and recent music. Your last one is dated 21 of March and the scissors
were not used on it. Right you are in not going often to see people who don’t 
appreciate a visit. Reggia worries about her son who has a small heart, she does not
think about the millions of young men who are sacrificing themselves for their
homeland, and I don’t say more; I don’t believe that those born outside the country
will be drafted.
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Return my regards to those who remember me. As for Bell’s wife didn’t I tell you in 
an earlier letter that I regularly write three letters and four postcards every month? If
they are delayed or confiscated it is another matter. Enjoy the company of the faithful
Frisco in your lonely hours.

Greetings and kisses,

Yours,

7 May 1941

Dear Family,

Your letters do not reach me regularly, so I cannot answer them regularly, and the
same happens to my letters to you. I have received yours of April 16 before that of the
15 of the same month. It is best not to comment and not to unburden our feelings on
what we do not understand. You know better than me that the war, which we do not
mention, will not be won or lost by erasing, cutting and confiscating.

Do thank Gino for the boccia which I tried out with much eagerness, Biollo too has
sent a game of bocce; that is our entertainment in our leisure hours during fine days,
but a tiresome wind has been blowing lately.

Most of the correspondence crossing the ocean is read by the fish, therefore there is
no reason to alarm your selves. I have no desire for the Bean. Here too, sometimes,
we have small discussions among friends and I end up almost always alone because I
am a pessimist, however, I am still content. Give my regards to Virginia and her
family and also to other friends. Two neighbours have died a violent death, one was
an aborted monster, the other was an old mummy ready for a museum, others will
meet with the same end; this does not mean that the end we wish for is any closer. But
have courage.

Greetings and kisses,

Yours,

20 May 1941

Dear Family,

As I have stated previously it is problematic for me to write, everything has gone in
my file. I tried jokes, wrote lies, some other times some truths, nothing arrived. If you
knew my local friends maybe I could describe them to you, but not even this much.

About the camp, nothing, one is here under duress. My health is great and I hope so is
yours, do not loose heart, the challenge posed by the adversities must be met. At
present I need nothing thank you all the same, keep up your courage, be in good
spirits and pray the good Lord, trust his omnipotence. Your letters reach me fairly
regularly.

Greetings and kisses,

Yours,
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2 June 1941

Dear Family,

The month of May was continually windy and rainy. Yesterday, which was the 1st of
June, it rained steadily. Our winter was like spring. Enclosed in a circle of
mountains, a variable climate is not unusual. The air is clean, a good mood does not
desert many of us, there are several sport activities for the young people, I spend my
days peacefully and I have already read several novels, in Italian, but to tell you the
truth, once I put it down, the book is forgotten. My thoughts are with you constantly,
may we remain in good health and then we will see, joys and sorrows, love and hate,
these are life’s ups and downs, a perennial see-saw. When inadvertedly I think about
my job (C.P.R.) in the last few years or about some acquaintance, I get upset and try
to forget. I hope everything is fine at homeand that due to Mario’s sacrifice, you can 
make it to the end of the month. While tragedy is running its course and troubles are
increasing, think of our dear ones probably suffering in these hard and long days of
waiting.

Be well and my affectionate kisses,

Yours,

9 June 1941 - XIX

Dear Family,

This letter is the continuation of that written on March 10 of the present year.

I do not know if you received it, comical both of them, today I ask for your
permission (so to speak) and I am going to describe the shack in which I used to live.
There are two intellectuals, two little men, over sixty years old, totally different in
temperament. The first is a curious and keen card player, should this pastime be
prohibited he would go crazy in a few weeks, the other is alert like a ‘garibaldino’, 
always busy making and painting something in wood; the latter merry, the former
meditative, both in possession of a good appetite.

A touchy, uncouth character who does not want to hear ill words against that
particular company [left blank by author], in which he worked for many years, always
speaks in confidence, he is a coward. Two united by a fictitious family relationship
(compari), idiotic chatterboxes, one with a hoarse unpleasant voice, the other with a
Stalin-like physiognomy, not in his political inclinations, his ideas change every hour,
from pessimistic to optimistic, money in the forefront of his thoughts, they make a
very stolid, but rather reasonable pair. Two dark men, one prays morning and night,
both of them are rather taciturn and serious, differences: one gambles, the other does
not, both protected by Saint Crispino. The tenth suffers the heat, he is blonde and has
odd ideas, with his beard looks like a false Christ. The last two, one has a beard like
Balbo’s, the other has one like Grandi, they are in agreement, rarely do they intervene
and when they do, they are too abrasive, which hurts the weaker opportunists. As you
do not know my bunkmates you certainly will not find my descriptions of them
ridiculous, but in the meantime I managed to fill the page.

Tomorrow, the first anniversary of my arrest.

Do accept my affectionate kisses,

Yours,
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23 June 1941 - XIX

Dear Family,

You know me, I am not such a crybaby to always sport wet cheeks, I always expect
the worst and therefore it is with dry eyes that I’ll confess that your letter, dated May 
30, has comforted me, the nice words of our son and the strong faith of his mother, in
reading your letter I was crying with joy, even my friends who saw me were
surprised. First of all I am very happy about Mario’s good behaviour, secondly that 
my sacrifice has not undermined your faith. I would have written to you on June 10,
the first anniversary of my painful imprisonment, but since I was not in a good mood
that day I would have probably uttered some raw truths, which would have been
censored, therefore I postponed writing until today. It is true that my thoughts wander
all over the place; I am comforted by what little news that I am allowed to receive.
Every sacrifice will be rewarded by a long-lasting peace. Lina, do not write verses
since they would not let them go through, keep them and the day will come when I
will read them. Consi [?] belongs to the category of those who shall be nameless but
whom God will never forget.

Be well and courageous. Kiss Mario for me for his good behaviour so that he will
become a good citizen.

Greetings and kisses,

Yours,

1 July 1941 - XIX

Dear Family,

Yes, I did indeed receive yours of June 13 and when you write to my always mention
the late of my last letter to you. As of today we have yet to see the beginning of
summer, for us Italians when we have no sun, it is a bit boring.

I don’t need anythingspecifically, but when you have the opportunity send me a
couple of those short underpants like those of last year and some canned food, but not
sardines, no rush, wait for an opportunity. I tell you, none of Mother’s stanzas have
arrived; perhaps you have not yet understood how severe censorship is. Also the Bear
has entered the dance but it is an uncouth and macabre dance and I don’t think it will 
last to the end. For us Catholics the words of the Holy Father are our gospel and our
Lord will be benevolent and will listen to our weapon (prayer), to Him our faith, our
love and devotion. It is not possible that atheism will overcome religion, should that
happen the existence of God would be in doubt.

Keep up your courage and, as much as possible, your good mood, good health and let
us not despair of the future.

Greetings, affectionate kisses,

Yours,
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Postcard

3July 1941 - XIX

Dear Family,

The first of July has truly been a beautiful day. I have received through the Red Cross
a letter, the first from Giuseppina, it gives me much joy and I will answer with a
postcard within the month.

I have received your letter of June 20, understandably with windows, together with a
page from the censor who kindly sent one to me also with three underlined articles,
but it is wasted paper since I do not read English.

Greetings and kisses, yours,

7 July 1941

Dear Family,

Is it necessary? My days are all alike after all and I believe Mrs. Anastasia will find
nothing to complain about, I will not name names. I wake up at 6:30; the first to get
up is‘Fioravanti’and the curious old man (now he is Rino) recently has been one of
the last; then Angelo D., his first word of the day is “compa’”; he wants to wake up 
Felice who sleeps with his beret. Felice who with his hoarse voice utters “yes” at 
every sentence and speaks more in dialect than in Italian, but believes he is a genius.
Then there is a lively, little old man who does not speak and the cook always with his
disgusted look and his “well?”The others lay in their small beds up to the last minute
before breakfast, among these are the two intellectuals; at 7:00 am a second bell and
we go to breakfast which is not bad, there is coffee, milk, marmalade, tuna and that
stuff that at home we give to chickens,“the porice”[porridge?]. Afterwards, some
play, others read, the majority chats, I sit on a bench and listen. The two compari
stretch on their beds. At 8:00 we line up for roll call in the square which we have
named after a protector saint. Then we go to work until 11:30. At 11:45 another roll
call, at 12:00 lunch; I would not say that the lunches are bad, if one likes them, but I
cannot eat four of them per week. Back to work at 13:15 until 16:30, another roll call
after twenty minutes and dinner at 17:00. Free time until 20:30 when they shut us in
the shack and they count us once more. Until 21:30, when the light is turned off, we
have an hour and a half of real peace. I have already read several Italian books and I
have also found motive to write the present letter.

Greetings and kisses,

Yours,

10 July 1941 - XIX

Dear sister Giuseppina, Torino,

I received your letter dated March 11 and it was a joy for me.

I assure you that my health is good and my spirit is strong, and I have great
confidence and hope.
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Give my regards to our sisters and relatives.

A kiss to you all,

Your brother

14 July 1941 - XIX

Dear Family,

I am grateful for the photograph of Mario and of the Rev. C. Clancy. A kiss to Mario
and my respectful regards to the Reverend. Here too the climate is variable; we have
yet to have a warm day or evening. Don’t forget to pass my sincere regards to Giani’s 
and Gino’s families: I remember them with real pleasure.

Pity that Mario is not yet on vacation, but no need to be impatient, there are thousands
of suffering, innocent people. Mario’s concern should be to work, to do what is 
mother wants and to be good. See that our name is respected in every place and at any
time, my internment is not a dishonour, only an incident in life. I must tell you again
that your letter of June 24 was cut in half. I have already mentioned receiving a short
letter from Giuseppina, I answered it with a postcard which means that this month I’ll 
have one less to mail to you.

I am sorry that Mrs. Domenica and Mrs. Elena are sick, give them my wishes for a
quick recovery. The old spinster is hysteric, the madam is furious. Unemployment
insurance,I won’t offer my opinion,is a simply a bother, all it takes to eliminate
unemployment is to lower the age for old age pension to sixty; no woman with a
husband should work anywhere and nobody younger than sixteen should work, this as
a general rule.

I am very happy that you are in good health as am I. Regards to all.

To you my affectionate kisses,

Yours,

N.B. - From my description of the men in the shack where I slept before, my wife
understood I had moved, and wanted me to confirm the fact. I wrote the following but
did not mail it. A.R.

Dear Family,

I’ll be less sharp this time, it is the third time already, since I got here that I have
changed shacks, from n. 12 to n. 11 (it is the fault of the lawyer “Azzecca-garbugli”).
In the second shack the persons were fairly pleasant but they played cards a lot,
therefore too much confusion and noise. In an earlier letter, if I remember correctly, I
described my mates with a fountain pen. I had some interesting discussions with a
few of them. Where I am now there are fewer games but more harmony (there are no
intellectuals) even if there one who is hard to please. Often in the evening they make
music, three men have guitar, mandolin and a small, old accordion. The music is
vivacious, but I could do without it. And later, before going to bed we always prepare
a cup of chocolate: cost is shared. There are ten Italians, I am the only one from
Alberta, two are from Trail, B.C., all from the worker class. We are divided
according by region: four Venetians, three Abbruzzesi, one Neapolitan, one
Calabrian, none really old, all are around fifty.
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As for temperament, they are very different, from talkative to taciturn, insolent and
prickly; one likes to read, another likes to play cards; all more or less faithful
Catholics, all smokers, all married except one and one who is divorced. Anyhow, I
like it better that the previous shack and Fioravanti is also with me.

Greetings and affectionate kisses,

Yours,

Petawawa

31 July 1941 - XIX

Dear Family,

Life here is pretty much like in was in the other camp with some minor differences,
the climate was better there. Another Commission is reviewing the files of some
prisoners, I don’t believe mine will be one of them, however. In any case I am calm
and of tranquil conscience and as a Canadian citizen, free to express my opinions.

Greetings and kisses,

Yours,

8 August 1941

Dear Family,

Here we receive writing paper in a different way than in the previous camp, though
not much differently. They brought me two thousand miles from Calgary, this is an
advantage for us as letters now arrive in four or five days. The food is better here, it
is cooked Italian style. I received your letter dated July 11 on August 1. In it you
complain of the fact that only one letter per week is handed over to you, minus the
sections which continue to disappear; be patient, all this will come to an end and let us
hope the damage will be generously compensated. I thank Gino for the bocce: they
will find a place in history. Although I am glad you cleared the debt with Nardino,
you must think of your needs and mine first. Here the climate is very different from
that of Alberta which is healthier, but I prefer this one.

If you wish to go out with Elena, fine, however it is not good to leave Mario alone too
often, at his young age it is dangerous, even if dear Gino wants to show some interest.
I am absolutely against your bringing another person into the house, even if she is the
wife of Gian, my prison mate. Privacy at home is vital in order to enjoy a peaceful
life; and I want you to consider my opinion.

Regards from Gaggiottini and greetings to Giani, the Casertano. To you I send my
dearest regards and kisses. In joy and sorrow, strong is our heart and trust in hope.

Your husband and father,
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18 August 1941 - XIX

Dear Family,

I received your postcard and Mr. F. Delhaupl’s wishes for the second birthday of my
imprisonment, many thanks and regards to the above mentioned friend. Yesterday
Bell told me something about his problem and that the legalities for his divorce are
now under way and that he does not like this new place.

I do understand that Mario is making a big sacrifice in losing so many hours of sleep,
but his is a willing sacrifice caused by my involuntary absence and he is doing his
duty caring for his Mother; once the war will be over everything will change, I am
convinced of this. Indeed, here too there is the store where necessities can be bought:
razor blades, tobacco, shaving soap, etc.... so do me the favor and send a few dollars.
In the other camp I covered necessary expenses by playing Bocce, but not longer.
Speaking about help I would want to wake up those few so-called friends who enjoy
their freedom and make money thanks to my straightforwardconduct. Don’t they 
understand that they owe their good financial situation to me? As I already mentioned
it is true that the food here is better than at Kananaskis, though it is less abundant, and
we have to saw by hand the wood for the stove, how antiquated, while in the other
camp there were two saws with a gasoline motor. The friends from Hamilton return
your greetings; I add mine with kisses,

Yours,

24 August 1941 - XIX

Dearest son,

Your letter of August 17 gave me great joy. Mother went on holiday, certainly she
needs some rest after more than a year of a stressful life and strained nerves. I want to
hope that our sacrifice is well impressed in our hearts, that it will open our eyes and
our mind will never forget it.

You have made progress in writing in our language, but you still need more practice.

My affectionate kisses are for you.

Your father,

28 August 1941 - XIX

Dear Family,

In my last letter I acknowledged that I already received your money order. So far my
health stays with me and I hope the same is true for you. Tell Mrs. Moretti that her
cousin is not here and never was, he may be in some other camp. I learned that
Margherita Celeste did not receive your letter, perhaps you loaded your pen too much
and Madam became possessive. You must have noticed that I have adapted my style
to the new place to avoid being reprimanded. If you saw me doing my laundry or
mending my socks, it would be laughable, but I do it to the best of my ability. It
seems that this will not be the final stop of my calvary, but it does not matter,
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everything goes not for the better, the donkey manages to have fun while working. I
received the two postcards from Vancouver.

When I am free, we three will take a long trip because we really need to restore our
nerves and we need a change of place. Do you think it would be possible to obtain
three letters stating my good civil conduct; from the mayor, the bishop and Mr.
McCafery; if you could have them addressed to the Minister of Justice and I will send
you the exact address. Do not regard these requests as humiliations. Some persons
found my August 18 letter harsh, but the truth should be told to everybody.

Dreams are fantasies of the brain, only rarely they turn into reality; I have not been
interrogated and don’t know whether I will be, some of my shack mates have been
freed in recent months.

Affectionate kisses, Yours,

Private Letter

16 September 1941

Dear Family,

Today I have received your much appreciated letter, dated September 12. I will get
immediately to the point; first of all I must tell you that the judge was perfectly aware
of my political behaviour, who informed him I don’t know, certainly I confirmed I 
was a fascist when Fascism in Canada was legal, namely before June 12, 1940, the
day in which all so-called subversive associations were dissolved and therefore I was
not against the law of this country; the judge knew I had cooperated in the collection
of gold for the homeland in 1936 and knew other facts regarding my activity which
continued until June 12, 1940, as I have always stated, that is to say while it was
permissible. Then there is my letter, dated 28 September 1939, to my sister
Giuseppina. It was a private letter as much as my opinion was private when Italy was
not yet at war; furthermore I wrote convinced I had the right of freedom of thought
and of speech that is so often preached by newspapers and personalities who label this
a free country.

Furthermore having behaved as a law abiding citizen during twenty years of life in
this country it should be sufficient proof that I have never contravened the law. That
the gentlemen of [word omitted] demand their victims, even innocent victims, is not
surprising for the hatred is personal; I know those people and among them are the two
bosses I often mentioned to you and who upset me at work. You are right not to have
any illusions on what effect the letters of support may have on the new committee
examining the files, unless they wish to be impartial.

Affectionate kisses, yours

26 September 1941

Dear Family,

In my last letter I already mentioned that I had been a fascist when it was permissible,
that is to say before June 12, 1940. Therefore I am beyond reproach and so far we
agree. To denounce other persons, no. “Do unto others as you would have them do
unto you.” And then in my case, it would not resolve anything. The Calgary police
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know that Iafolla and Sereni think like I do and have not arrested them, what is the
meaning of justice? But enough about others, what I want to see is naturalized citizens
who have behaved in exemplary fashion, released and free. Mario, our dear son, was
brought up in a serious, disciplined and wise environment and we, his parents, having
done our duty, gather the fruits of our good work. His good behavior makes me proud
and I hope he will be persistent and be our joy and hope. I would like to complain
about some things but I cannot therefore I will leave a blank space, signing below.

Affectionate kisses, yours

Antonio

7 October 1941

Dear Family,

Here the climate is subject to variation, some warm days still with humid air and rain.
Bravo to Mario for his good conduct, may he keep going and get better, he should
read and write in our language since in his rare letters his Italian leaves a lot to be
desired. My regardsto the person at the refinery and don’t pay any attention to the 
half red mastiff. You can imagine how much I enjoy washing and mending my socks,
I will never learn, four stitches across just to close the hole and sometimes I wear
them with the holes, no one will see them inside my shoes.

Even if I forget in my letters to send regards to the persons who remember me, I
authorize you to always return the greetings; do not forget that often my brain and
nerves are not as they should be, my tormented life wears, tears and exhausts me, only
my heart is still young, it is the most beautiful flower with petals that radiate love for
you. Let us also put Beppe among the worthless and forgotten ones; here too I have
met people of such kind, occasionally patriotic and cowardice. Give my regards to
Campanella. Frisco behaves with the Jews the way all gentlemen should.

In regards to Mr. Carol, I do not really believe it. The dentist who is to take care of
my teeth has yet to make an appearance. I am not interested in newspapers, indeed I
detest them.

The Labor Party congressman who spoke in favour of civilian prisoners is one of the
few sincere men belonging to that Party.

Do not believe that we will return to the mountains, others perhaps will go to that
place.

Greetings and affectionate kisses,

Yours,

13 October 1941 - XIX

Dear Family,

As for the request to Kelly, do what you think is best. Who knows whether at the end
of the war I will resume my old job, I may have to in order to pay the mortgage on the
house, but certainly I don’t care to go back to it. The half red mastiffs want to know
and to see what they do not want to do; go to the devil! If we are able to, we will in
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the future go visit Ignazio. Did you receive my letter of September 26? Regards to
Giani, Gino and their families. Have faith.

Greetings and kisses,

Yours,

17 October 1941

Dear Family,

I am not surprised by the unjust reply,it seems they want to give me a hero’s aureole. 
I am gratified by your positive mood. Even before your letter, I already said what I
think of the carrot: am I interned for my personal security? Utterly ridiculous! Why
was I not told to change city for the duration of this mess? Yes, I have become
somewhat philosophic, between Saint Francis and Saint Job; better times ahead. The
dentist has not yet come and I cannot tell you a thing. There is not much enthusiasm,
I know, the self-reproach will come too. Congratulations to Maria Nardino, but I did
not like Irma’s news. You lucky ones, you can listen tobeautiful music with
increasingly soaring pieces, the final one will also come.

You say that the Company for which I used to work has a new president, good, I hope
he is a Canadian. Did you see the couple who were happy in love but dethroned?

Regards to Santina and her family and thank her for the peppers that you want to keep
for me, although things continue togo well, don’t be too optimistic, because it seems
that Uncle Sam has the fever. It is certain that the polar bears leave warm places, it is
a natural fact, since is God’s will.

I thank you from my heart for the increase in your correspondence, even more so
because Mrs. Anastasia here is younger and more tolerant and reasonable. I believe
there are [undecipherable] stamps for sale. Buy and keep them even without using
them. Regards to Gino and Giani.

Affectionate greetings and kisses,

Yours,

27 October 1941

Dear Family,

While I am writing it is raining, and it often rains here, this too bothers the nerves
especially for us Italians, who were born in the sunny country. Speaking of Caffaro, it
would be good if he were to give to you the rest of what he did not give to me before
my internmentI don’t believe Mari’s husband isin the army. Sorry about your cold,
Lina, hopefully it will be a short one and that you will have recovered by the time this
letter will reach you. Under our present circumstances our health is ever so important,
I never took such good care of myself as I do at present, my greatest desire is not to
die before seeing the peace signed and being able to laugh sarcastically in the face of
many ignorant people who never knew where their interests and those of the country,
rested. My teeth have not been treated, but on October 21 the dentist examined me.
The bear and the donkey make a lovely pair; a proverb says: “The Lord makes them 
and then pairs them off.”; this time I believe they will be taught a lesson.
Congratulations to Mario for being nominated president of the Franciscan club, it is a
demonstration of the reputation he enjoys among the Catholics of our Church, I am
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glad he does not pay much attention to girls in these stormy times; it is a good thing
because in time we will change shores and we won’t haveproblems and he will be
able to think about them then.

Today we received a new order: in writing to me you must include in my address first
the P.W. and the number; I do not know why but he who commands makes the rule.
But, “My God” as a good Piemontese would say; one day this music will have to
come to an end.

Regards to everybody and to you my dearest kisses,

Yours,

6 November 1941

Dear Family,

Ever since I started working in the kitchen I have acquired the habit of toasting my
bread and when I return home I’llconsume more electricity; therefore when I ask the
government for reparation money for the period of my internment I’ll have add the
expenses for electricity and tobacco, another self-indulgence picked up after my
arrest.

Iafolla’s behavior is proper of his foul conduct, forget about it. Talking about the
future elections I invite you not to vote for anybody, because it does not matter who
conducts the orchestra the music will still be the same, as long as Canada does not
belong to Canadians.

On the fourth of this month I received a letter from my sister Giuseppina with a small
photo; and I also received your letter with the much enjoyed photograph, it is one of
the best I have ever seen, even if the photograph is not well made, I must tell you that
my eyes were wet with uncontrollable tears in admiring it, observing how good
looking you both are, Mario is enviable and you Lina, your elegance conceals your
age. On the contrary, if a camera was permitted here, my photo would be rather
somewhat comical: I have grown a beard and changed its styles several times, first
like Grandi, then like Balbo, now it is goatish like that of a Jew and my moustaches
look like old typewriter brushes; I have decided to come home like this and to clean
up only after a quick pose. According to Frisco, the photograph is lovely and came
out well.

For the time being I don’t need anything, think of yourselves so that you do not suffer.
Let us hope Mario’s case will be different from that of Aquilini’s, firstly because he 
was not born here, secondly because he is the support of the family, thirdly he
disagrees with my situation. He does not know what to write, patience, he must be
good and obedient.

Greetings and affectionate kisses, Yours,
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19 November 1941

Dear Family,

What happened to Mrs. Caffaro is evil and deplorable in every possible way, more so
because the country’s authorities allow such foolishness on the eve of All Saints’day,
when young thugs unleash their pompous ignorance and cause damage to private
property.

No, I do not chew either tobacco or gum but I am [undecipherable] by anger.
Yesterday a group from Vancouver was released, among whom Rader, the
chameleon, not surprising in a free country. Regards to Gino and Giani and their
families. To you my affectionate kisses, Yours,

26 November 1941

Dear Family,

Picco’s Circle is allowed to meet again, the police know these turncoats of cheap
patriotism, one of them Sciorli’s mother. This unjust internment of mine is harsh,
however it has opened my eyes, and you can be certain that if I’ll remain in Canada
after the war I’ll keep away from every group and our group in particular. The
Canadians have only now realized that the Jews have taken advantage of the situation,
because they who know the former to be blind and gullible, but I hope that this
deception will end. The matter of Uncle Sam is not clear as yet, but I believe that he
too will join the dance, though there will be little difference in the music.

The cannon photographed at Ogden will end up in some museum of ours, that mate
from Brosk is also a surprise,anyway he’s just lucky. Yesterday R. Celeste and the 
crippled one, were called by the Commission for the second time, in a few weeks we
will hear the results. In dictatorial and barbaric countries the prisoners go almost free,
in the democratic and free countries we are kept like wild beasts, but what can you do,
it is the will of God.

A lot of my time is spent in reading, mostly novels, of which I remember nothing. I
appreciate friends’ regards and I return them. We havecome to know that the Italian
Government pays a subsidy to the relatives of civilian prisoners, I believe also to
those naturalized: well done! A recent piece of news is that G. Colbert is in Italy.
Among the few Piemontesi there are two from Torino. As you can see we get shining
paper on which the writing cannot be erased, but the ink spreads.

Greetings and kisses, Yours,
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6 December 1941

Dear son,

You say little but you think a lot, very well, provided your thoughts and future
projects are in line with the contingencies of life. Your prayers and wishes that this
huge calamity end soon will, hopefully, be answered, only then we will be able to
decide what to do; for the time being all guesses are in vain, we do not know what
will happen and what Canada will do. I don’t know whether I will get back my job, 
even temporarily; will I receive a subsidy from Italy for my internment? When and
how, here or there? As you can understand, my dear son, we can only wait. It is a
good thing you put the furnace in the basement.

Your last letter shows a small improvement in composition. Well done.

An affectionate kiss, Your father,

Dear wife,

Yes Lapunte has pulled his socks, good, he was an unjust person. In recent days we
received news across the ether, or if you wish, from a well informed person or on
good authority that Saint Peter did not admit him into Paradise. Saint Peter sent him
to Purgatory with a letter which will keep him there for an undetermined amount of
time waiting for the eternal Father’s signature on the sentence which will rush him to
Hell. The day we received the news we all had tears in our eyes, many started to
praise the Lord, others cursed the dead man so, that he would have hastened his
departure had he heard them. The older fellows, with a tender heart, considered
sending a congratulatory note to his macrin student; in the end we agreed to sing the
hallelujah and may peace be with our souls.

Greeting and kisses, Yours,

5 January 1942

Dear Family,

To wish a you a happy New Year is ridiculous, because I have noticed that they are
empty words, 1942 will be like the past year, days and hours keep repeating
themselves and the unfortunate ones continue to suffer in this valley of tears.

I don’t want to be weepy, I wait for what will happen. I read in a newspaper that there
is talk of an eventual fusion between Canada and the nearby U.S., this too is
something I have foreseen, and should it come to pass it would be to the greatest
advantage of the Canadian people, then the war sacrifices would be rewarded. Give
my address to Michele, he can write to me although I would not answer him directly,
since I find the letter-head we were provided with unpleasant.
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During the recent festivities we received presents of chocolate and tobacco from
Italians in the U.S., from the Apostolic Nuncio who came to visit us, and from some
friends, ex-internees, and from the Red Cross. He who sows wind, gathers tempest,
the paralytic. That salami was not bad. It is strange that Cesare will not greet you one
day and extend hypocritical wishes the next. Carmine belongs to that jittery gang. In
your parcels you can put neither written matters nor newspapers, did you mail the
calendar? Two hundred men have been released in two years and not all at once. I
keep my morale high because I have faith.

The cincio’strip is for an advertisement like that of the scare-crow. Iafolla and Picco
are vile, they cannot know about my arrival unless they work for the Mounties. I
cannot appeal again because I must havenew evidence, “proof”,to present to the
Commission, only some high ranking person working through the local Canadian
Legion could move the Calgary Police in my favour and point out that in February
1940 I presided over the Italian committee of the“Pro Canadian Red Cross.”

I have made some small wooden objects, but I will bring them.

Regards and kisses, Yours,

25 January 1942 - XX

Dear Family,

I am waiting for an answer to my letter to Ottawa hoping for another trial even if I
don’t expect positive results; the letters I wrote from the other camp, which you did 
not receive, are also against me. My advice to Mario is not to take steps towards
citizenship until my case will be cleared. The man who confiscated that newspaper
and his fat friend are responsible for my arrest; I think there should be another copy of
that newspaper at home because we had two copies of it. I have received the small
calendar. The news about Maddalena maybe amusing but it is nothing to laugh about,
the situation is gloomy and unpredictable, although Roberto is able to work wonders.
What has happened in Ogden does not surprise, mechanics are scarcer than
mushrooms: those who improvise think only of their interest. Even if Toresan
returns, I urge you to not to be friendly, he is of the wooden leg type. Return greetings
on my behalf to those who visit you. Gian’s position is pretty much the same as mine. 
Mario is lazy, no surprise; never the less I want him to be obedient, not only that,
from time to time he should forget his companions and study, the future will be better.
My dear son, I had already gotten this far when I received your letter dated January
19; I read it with emotion and much pleasure; clever Mario, I am grateful. My next
postcard will go to Gino. Lovisotto is not serene, I remember his “volunteer” son, his 
wife is too to understand. Rinaldo and all the Rinaldini are pitiful. My thanks to the
doctor, his wife and the dentist for their wishes, however they are of little use because
of the rudeness of that blind woman.

To you my dearest kisses, yours,
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4 February 1942

Dear Family,

The radio news concerning Article 21 and those from Alberta, is nothing more that a
sick fantasy of some politician. I am glad you did not bind yourselves to the lawyer
because it is certain he would not have done anything. There is no hope for us: we
know how the ministry functions and the principles and tactics it adopts. As you know
Fabbri from Vancouver was set free. He was not only the secretary, but also the
inspector of the Fascio; Rader then had a set of responsibilities, but you see, they
whined and made promises in front of the judge, they bent over backwards.

I can imagine Mario’s pleasure in being able to use the car of his boss, he should be 
careful not to involve himself seriously with any girl, since probably he would have to
drop her later. It seems that the Government is accepting the request of the internees
to give up their citizenship papers. We did receive a salary in the kitchen, the profit at
our little camp store has gone down because the dividends have diminished in relation
to the lower number of prisoners; it does not matter, at present I need nothing. In
your letters remember to mention the date of my last one to you.Reducing one’s 
sugar intake is healthy for one’ssweet-tooth who would have eaten it all in three
months. I gladly return the greetings of my female compatriots; they probably see
me as a little and cheerful war prisoner and they will organize a reception upon my
return, women only, don’t you think you are exaggerating somewhat? To desire such
things at my age. Glad you are in fine form and doing well financially, continue to
keep up your morale and faith; the day will come when we are reunited with increased
affection. Rinaldo’s action is deplorable. Greetings to everybody.

Affectionate kisses, Yours,

14 February 1942 - XX

Dear Family,

My heartfelt thanks to Giani, but for the time being, don’t send anything to me. As of
December the prisoners can again receive monthly visits, I did not inform you
because it is impossible for you to come and let us not talk about it.

Yes, Roberto is taking gigantic steps. Calgary Jews are behaving as they do
everywhere. I am sorry that Rodolfo has not found a job. Mario, who is twenty one
now, is no longer a citizen and will not be drafted. Compulsory military service is
meeting with a lot of opposition and if you read the newspaper you will find much to
be glad about, especially in Montreal. In a red and white firmament, stars loose their
splendor.

I am happy that member of Parliament, H. Ross has shown interest in my case, my
letter of January 20 has not yet been answered by Ottawa. Although I don’t believe in 
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dreams, the dream you describe to me, Lina, I believe to be true, but this does not
corrode my faith.

Thanks for Rocco’s greetings, he has not written to me yet. Bravo to our son for his
wise opinions.

Dear Lina, today is our wedding anniversary, my thoughts fly to Torino and Coassolo,
to the little house in the mountains, to the priest, the mayor, to the return to Sabauda
and so on, I don’t know how I am able to write with my brain in such turmoil, now
after twenty two years of indefatigable work, and at the door of old age, I am a
prisoner, the only thing that gives me courage is our trustworthy son and our good
faith.

This world is a labyrinth and only a few lucky ones come out of it in good shape. In
times of sorrow the melancholy memories return, I will admit that for me it has
increased and purified my affection for you and my love for Mario; after this immense
upheaval I hope that, with luck, we are able to spend happier years together, these are
my wishes in such happy day.

Heartfelt greetings, your husband and father,

24 February 1942

Dear Family,

Here the climate is like yours,I don’t know what kind of book the Talmat is, it seems
that my letters are tardy in arriving, maybe because they dash over to the nearby
Capital; by the way, I have not yet received an answer to my last letter.

I read in the paper that it is likely that article 21 may be abolished and it would be a
just decision, but as usual we will have to wait. I am glad Mario took you on an
outing, return regards to Santina and family. I think the amount paid by Fabri is much
higher than the one you mention. The propaganda for the public loan has reached the
top of the [word omitted by author].

The long face Gino talks about is nothing: beauty will come yet. News of the cousins
is welcome and I send greeting; my condolences for dear Evelina. To Cesare, those
who do not feel any thirst, even a vague one, for knowledge, who do not love
anything on earth, who thrust away disdainfully every sympathy, without rejoicing in
human joys, without crying on human sorrows, those, and their similes, have gathered
maledictions upon themselves. They are morally dead, they are neither friends, nor
lovers, nor fathers, neither citizens of the world nor their country’s benefactors. They
live a miserable life.

You mention to me the Jews, they are shrewd, and vile are those who follow them.
Yes, Spring will come and Summer too, with its storms. I received the money order
for two dollars.
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Of the three Ghislieri one son was released, Paolo D. has received order to stay, in my
last letter I mentioned my teeth which are not broken, but poorly fixed. Gregorio F.
too, who had been approved by the Committee, must stay. I appreciate the regards of
Lina’s two friends, one I donot remember; mine to everybody.

To you my thoughts and kisses, Yours,

26 February 1942

Dear Family,

Your letter of February 21 has reached me and I enjoyed it a lot. Did you read in the
papers the declarations of the new justice minister, small j, to a Toronto Committee, it
seems they are starting to confess their mistakes, let us hope they will quickly find a
remedy. If, as stated by the authorities, only those accused of spying and sabotaging
should be detained, I should regain my lost freedom. Hopeful, I greet and kiss you,
Yours,

16 March 1942

Dear Family,

Let us not cry about the past, where I worked I suffered for nineteen years and
perhaps because I was tense and tired at times, I must have given off signals of
wanting to be left alone, not because I desired it, but because you suffered along with
me, with pride I assert my affection for my beloved family suffering with me for the
same faith which we certainly will not give up, I will let you know what steps if any I
take regarding citizenship.

Let them hesitate in the capital, I am not going to repeat the request I already sent two
months ago. In my last postcard the sentence reading; “that the Reds are the Reds” 
means “that the Reds are the dangerous ones.” Your letter of March 9 with news 
regarding Mario’s military service flabbergasted me. I ask myself why is it that in 
dictatorial countries the only son of a mother without a husband is not called to arms,
while here they cover their lewd democracy under a chaste veil, calling those born in
an enemy country, those whose father has been kept, like a wild beast, behind bars for
more than twenty months. I was accused of being a disloyal citizen, although in my
statement to the police I declared and swore to be ready to fight for Canada, and I was
interned. It is good that you wrote to Edmonton, if it will not suffice, write to Ottawa
and also to the Argentinean Consul, which is closer to you. Mario is twenty one and
no longer naturalized, as long as I am interned he cannot be a good soldier

It is the duty of every good citizen to give his blood for the homeland, but in our case
first there must be loyalty, the father should be acknowledged to be a good citizen,
before exercising the right to call the son. Keep calm and courageous in your strong
faith in justice.
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Regards to everybody, kisses to you, yours

Husband and father,

22 March 1942 - XX

Dear Family,

The sirens will whistle still some more. Bity is a financier and now the sharks have
the advantage. Fred protests for the gasoline reduction as long as he does not have to
leave his car in the garage. From Edmonton they write to you to inform you about
your rights, which are: to deprive you of the support of my job, to make us suffer
years of separation due to my imprisonment, falsely accusing me of being dangerous.
I am but an honest citizen who in a democratic regime has the right to freedom of
speech and opinions.

Greetings and kisses, yours,

26 March 1942

Dear Family,

Do not be so humanitarian, the Australians are here of their own choosing, like ours
who went to Europe, we, in Canada, should not become alarmed; I never believed in
an invasion of Albion and I do not believe in an invasion here. Yes Canada for
Canadians, slaves to no one. Of course in the factories the show offs of two years ago
are not heard any longer and the lions have turned into lambs.

All the news broadcast about us is hearsay, those specialized factory workers who
were released were from Britain, not Canadian. We have to go in front of the new
Commission and wait in line; as for me I have not yet received an answer to my letter
of January 20.

Did my letter dated of March 16 arrive whole?

I am waiting anxiously for a decision regarding Mario. I have already told you what I
think. Now the proposed new law would draft all men, residents of this country,
between the ages of twenty one and thirty. Our son should be excluded for two
reasons: first he is an only child and his mother’s only support, secondI was arrested
because I am dangerous. Therefore, what rights do we have as citizens? Only the
vote, and why do we vote when the government has to follow the wishes of others?

Do not become blissful of the statements made by the minister of that kind of justice,
let us calmly wait for facts.
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As usual, I too dream every night; it is only natural that we will not be able to keep
Mario close to the apron strings, even though we want to, but we should look for a
place close to us so that if he marries, he will be nearby. As for the future I comment
for now, but it is certain that, depending on the event, change will happen. Thanks
Giani for the tobacco, don’t forget to give him my sincere wishes forhis silver
wedding anniversary. Regards to everybody.

To you my kisses, your husband and father,

5 April 1942

Dear Family,

My March 19 postcard went to Giuseppina.

The underprivileged ones always pay.

It is Easter, I am bitter and angry, but nevertheless I’ll write twenty four lines; your
letter of March 30 irritated me a lot, you kept me unaware of Mario’s knee problem, 
and now his definitive call to arms. Hope in a reform is only that, hope, put together
with that of the “mother has spoken”  it is typical of that kind, they know how to
sugar-coat the bitter pill with vain hope.

Do not delude your selves, treachery and lack of humanity have fertile soil here. If
you only knew how many injustices take place, nothing could surprise you anymore.
Leaders of political parties go free since they can pay a lawyer; those with a proven
criminal record, those without family, a job, money, fixed residence, they too go free.
Here gentlemen, family men, hard working citizens are imprisoned without a way out;
look at my case: I am fifty years old, I can strongly claim never to have been involved
in a fight, I have no criminal record, in twenty years in Canada nobody ever saw me
drunk, I never lost, without a reason, a day of work, I was never involved in
Canadian political parties, and yet I am labeled dangerous, in the wrong because
according to them I think differently from the ruling classes; twenty years is not
enough to demonstrate that I respect the law and I am mild-mannered.

But can they explain why in Canada there are eighty thousand Italians and in the last
two years no subversive or violent event has occurred? They would like us to believe
that the dangerous ones are interned and yet half of the internees have been released
and nothing has happened; how do they explain it?

Regarding the house it is better that you stay. I will write,

Regards and kisses, Yours,
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27 April 1942

Dearest Family,

Contrary to what appeared in the newspapers some months ago, our cases are
reviewed with increased scrupulosity, not only that but witnesses are inconvenienced,
what’s more we are judged not only as spies or saboteurs.

Let me know in which year I acquired my citizenship because I do not remember, but
do not send the card. Glad that Mario is still free, should he be called to military
service, inform me immediately so that I can put in another appeal.

Regards and affectionate kisses

Yours,

2 May 1942

Dearest Family,

In the other shack we were all Italians, here half are Germans, it makes no difference,
the first was noisier during the day, this one during the night, several men snore.

Many sons of the third have arrived, almost all young men.

I read the results of the plebiscite; I am not surprised, I know people and understand
the methods used in elections. In Montreal some folks opposed to the “Yes” made 
inflamed speeches; foreigners would have been thrown in prison for being so daring;
we never said or wrote anything so vehement.

I am glad Frisco keeps you company. To make Ross work one would need a few
hundreds dollars and we cannot afford it even to think about it. Rino complains about
the lack of wine in Calgary, we lack everything here; say hello to him and thank him.

Our Mario has become an expert bocce player, good, all sports are necessary for
young people to keep in good physical shape, my congratulations to him; leave the
girls alone, he is very young, after my return there will be a lot of time for girls. With
regards to the military service, I hope that as long as I am interned, they will forget
about him.

The stories we read about the peace make me laugh; I think that themotto “Divide 
and conquer” has always failed, furthermore we all know about journalistic
manipulation.
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Yes indeed, censored letters remain in the personal file and they will be used later; I
repeat do not delude yourselves, nor should other women deludes themselves, it
would be easier to watch a storm in a clear sky than to expect justice.

Give my regards to everybody; I may not be cheerful, but I am in good health and
morale and I hope so it the same with you.

Greetings and kisses,

Yours,

Dearest Family, 12 May 1942

It has been raining all morning and it seems it will keep raining for a long time. Only
four days of this spring have not been cold.

To Mario, I am used to your rare letters but I don’t doubt for one instant that you 
remember me. You are still at home, making my internment seem mild and passable
and, as we say; not all troubles come to harm us. My situation may be beneficial to
yours. You call them sweet-toothed, too kind, they are perfidious.

I have already stated my opinion about Cesare, enough, let us forget him. Do not think
about yourself: you tell me how can it be done; your experience is as young as your
enviable years; but I better tell you that a father has the sacrosanct duty to watch over
his children, especially in our case; it was in a free country, as a Canadian citizen, that
I was arrested in this country of freedom like a common criminal and for the last two
years I have lived behind barbed wire only because I wrote and said what was
allowed. Others who have done the same, are now free. Those of us born in Italy are
not guilty as charged by the Government.

To you, Lina, if I have understood about Flavia, it deserves praise.

It could be true what you tell me about the abdication of that king, but let us not forget
that the paralytic will not have much courage.

Your three stanzas are very dear to me and I like them, intimate and lively. How I
long to be close to you, you can imagine, but we must break in on the imagination and
kill time with embroidery, sewing, crochet as well as poetry; I with work and
literature.

The government in Ottawa has put together a new special committee formed by
several Members of Parliament to approve or modify regulations for the defense of
the country. Among them from our province is Mr. G.H. Ross. Regards to everybody.

Affectionate kisses, Yours,
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17 May
1942

Dear Family,

Your note about the day dedicated to the mother, Lina, is very accurate and the pride
of our race will be justified by history. I would like to know the name of the Major
you mentioned to me.

McFarlan is a Scot and that’s all I have to say, like when we call somebodya
caretaker. In a future letter I’ll repeat to you the accusations brought against me a
year ago. I asked for the number of my naturalization card not because I want to ask
for a new appeal, which would be useless, but for another reason, in case Mario goes
into the Service. There is the smell of change in the air.

Regards to everybody.

Affectionate kisses, Yours,

22 May 1942

Dear Family,

Your letters are very much appreciated and I look forward to them. That of May 9 put
me in a good mood. We may have to prepare our luggage again. Nature made me a
fortune teller and my predictions have come true many times.

The folks of 7th Avenue do not give anything away, hoping to succeed in their lies,
but Goldie does not pay only on Saturdays, he is not in a hurry, he is not in a hurry
because he does not need to be. Ed has received the letter that says he has to stay.

Today it is raining heavily; here the sons of the third are on the increase. Romano’s 
sons-in-law are social climbers and I cannot understand how Agnese let herself be
convinced. Lina, rest is good for your nerves and I urge you to take care of your
health. Give my regards to friends and thank Gianni. The family is sacred, but the
homeland is above the family. I hope Mario had a good holiday and I’ll repeat, it is 
probable that I’ll be able to save him from the service.

Now, I’ll make a list of the accusations made against me by the police before I went 
in front of the judge in January 1941. “First, I was born in Italy”, “Italian Fascist”, 
“Fascist propagandist”, “Anti British.”

Number one is an honour, I would like to know what an Englishman accused to be
born in his country would say? Number two is correct. Number three is a ridiculous
assertion because how could a humble and simple worker, with a grade four
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education, be able to spread propaganda? Number four is falser yet, I am not and
never been against Canada.

However, reason does not prevail against force; who knows how many millions of
Canadians agree with me.

Patience and courage, the world is not all here and we’ll see who will pay. Regards to
friends,

Kisses to you, Yours,

1 June 1942

Dear Family,

You are right, not to pay any attention to dreams even if they often reflect our daytime
thoughts. The relations with Mariana have not completely disintegrated. The Reds
will become green in the summer heat. Conscription overseas is still far away even if
those old, shriveled, mettlesome legionaries will do their utmost. Everything
proceeds well, the fish are getting fat and the arrogance of certain individuals is
nothing but bitterness. Nothing is confirmed about moving from here. Do not let
your nerves overcome your morale, have courage. Temperatures are still variable and
the heat is not felt yet. Has the release of that precision coffee drinker been
confirmed? Here his mates are skeptical. In Quebec they are like cats and dogs and
they claw each other now and then. I do believe that Sabauda will see the three of us
because in free countries there is no freedom.

In my next letter I will quote for you a paragraph written by V. Gioberti about a
century ago, but still very relevant. The Commission continues to interrogate the
internees; nothing new as far as I am concerned.

Here too we have our little vegetable gardens and in a few weeks we will eat our
salad.

You see that I also correctly guessed theoutcome in Mario’s case and it is good that 
he is at home as long as I’ll be deprived of my freedom

Do you remember Bertoncini from Hamilton? Well a friend of hers, who knows you,
is here with me. The demands of the Canadian Legion are imaginative and its rulers
should be quickly sent to Libya to the front line and not behave like braggadocios
from the safety of their homes. I return Barbara’s and friends’ regards.

Affectionate kisses and regards,
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11 June 1942

Dear Wife,

The call to the Arms of our son pains me and the anti-humanitarian system is only
worthy of barbarian countries. After two years, completed yesterday, of innocent
imprisonment, after having been financially ruined, our only son is now stolen from
us and you are left alone before they have given me my rightful freedom.

I advise you and Mario to write immediately to the minister of Justice, do not desist
and pay no mind about the cost of postage stamps, it is only with tenacity that we will
win.

Lina, my dear, although alone, stay in the house, do not change, pluck up your
courage because our sacrifice will not be in vain.

Mario be prudent and proud of your name and don’t waste moneyon photographs
which will not be appreciated.

Dear kisses, Yours,

16 June 1942

Dear wife,

The society of G. Buccini tries to appear what it is not, the patriotism of these
hypocrites and opportunists is weak, will these persons have the courage to keep
talking about national brotherhood when the storm is over? I don’t doubt Mario’s 
right sentiments, but he is lucky because he is young, nevertheless he lacks
experience; he should be careful in signing documents, he should be tough, not
fearful, the fact that he is not a citizen weighs in his favour.

I received your letter dated June 11. Greetings to everyone, kisses to Mario.

Loving regards and kisses,

Yours,
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21 June 1942 - XX

Dear wife,

Understandably, because of the way we are allowed to communicate, the subject of
my letters are outdated by the time they reach you, this time then I will leave your last
one unanswered.

They call me the solitary one, since I became a hermit a few weeks ago, after the two
hours of work I spend the rest of the day in my refuge (bed). I have reread your three
sweet stanzas and committed them to memory.

I wish to open my heart to yours, because my heart is yours. I wrote the following
full of affection, as never before, not even in my youth, may it bring my love to you.
I believe that love is the greatest thing in the world, more beautiful than light, the
conqueror of death. Laughter and tears mark fortune and misfortune in love, like day
and night mark dark and luminous hours.

With love all is good, all is beautiful, without it, everything is mediocre. I am bored,
life bores me, I fear the empty hours, the multitude of hours which are in store for me,
so slow in passing, one after the other, all veiled and gray. I feel like shouting“have 
mercy” but they do not hear my voice. In the last few days I am affected by a crisis,
never before experienced; there is no point in listing the reasons. I have no appetite, I
cannot sleep and I am nervous, more than usually uncommunicative. My morale is
low, I would give my life for the freedom to embrace you, I feel the desire to fasten
my lips to yours in an outpouring of happiness. My heart has never loved so much as
it has at this moment, I continuously have visions of you, but knowing you are far
away, I lose heart.

May the Lord bring an end to such immense misery. Do not send money unless I
request it. I read a speech of the Minister of Justice, he deserves internment. Kiss to
Mario, he must keep up his courage.

Loving kisses,

Yours,

24 June 1942

Dear wife,

I’ll repeat that I am not against this country at all; I don’t want to argue whether this 
war is just or unjust, now we are involved in it and we have to endure it; but it should
be fought by those who enjoy the freedom of this land and not by our son who will
leave his mother alone and me, interned for more than two years, because of the whim
of some fanatical blond.
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It seems to me that the paralytic is worthy of an invitation to the hotel of the two pine
trees.

Uncle Tom Bruc has died leaving a large inheritance. Regards to Mario.

Kisses, Yours

1 July

Dear wife,

Yes, I do believe prisoners of war are treated well in certain ways; this is only because
the enemy too has many prisoners and could handle them in the same fashion.

I hope that Mario’s Superior can do something, but let us not delude ourselves. The
man from Hamilton, whom I mentioned to you, was released. I appreciated
Carmela’s kindnessvery much. With the breaking of the ice we can observe
Roberto’s initial movements.I reiterate to you, be strong and have faith. Regards to
Mario, Giani, Casertano and Barbara.

Affectionate kisses,

Yours,

1 July 1942

Dear wife,

The V is upside down, they are still wicked vagabonds. My thanks to our son for the
kind present I received and many thanks to the kind ladies who offered it. The
weather keeps being variable. Those Mounties are with the red coats are always
amazed; they are the ones who keep me locked up, if not for certain reports they sent
to the Capital, nobody would have known me in Ottawa.

I believe you were astonished by the sight of our son in military uniform and I am
certain that after the first few days, he too will think that I am right. They separate the
three of us, even Frisco is affected by our situation, but may the Lord give them what
they deserve.

After the recent news I feel somewhat better, maybe the butcher’s calendar guessed 
correctly. You were right to write to the minister,I don’t think they will throw your 
letter away, they will read it and put it in my file. What the Government says is not
what the Government does, the newspapers are for the public not for interested
persons and you are right: victory is not achieved by telling lies.
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So Mario works in the kitchen, me too, like the father like the son. A son cannot be
good if his father is dangerous. I will not write to Mario directly, he can write if he
wants to, don’t forget to always send him my regards, and he should keep writingas
should you, or have somebody write on his behalf so that that he is exempt from the
service or I am released.

I return greetings to in-laws and to nephews and nieces. Lina, do you remember that
eighteen page questionnaire I had to fill while in prison? I constantly think about it
and now that Mario, who is not a Canadian citizen, has been conscripted and I have
been a prisoner of war for more than two years, I feel like rescinding my citizenship
papers. Such an action would be good and bad, think about this calmly and leisurely
and I will take your opinion into consideration.

There are ten thousand Italians in the three Prairie Provinces and I am the only
interned one. The police want to believe I am the only disloyal citizen: how dishonest
can anybody get.

I must divide certain topics between postcard and letters for lack of space. Regards to
all,

Affectionate kisses, Yours.

6 July 1942

Dear wife,

I have received the letter and postcard dated July 1; the second was delayed by the
order of the second reader.

Mario’s sudden departure upsets me, but knowing well the methods and hearts of 
those responsible, it does not surprise me. If he comes to Ontario he could come and
visit me. However, he should make a request to the commander of the camp, ten days
ahead of the visit.

I received the postcard from Banff. I hope Isotta and her brother are taught a lesson.
Take care of your health. Regards to Casertano and his wife.

Regards and affectionate kisses, yours,

11 July 1942

Dear wife,

The bishop could act, but he does not want to. The warm weather brings the bear out
of its lair. So far we had only a few warm days and now it is cold.

I am sorry to hear about Lazzarotto’s death and also about Caffaro’s sickness, give 
him my regards and wishes for a speedy recovery; he did the right thing in giving to
you what was left in cash. Yes, I did notice the flowers on your hat, for those colors
we live and die. In the photo Mario could not look any better, you have put on some
weight, but you look good.
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The owner of that silk store is not here, but the father of one of his salesmen is here.
Our son’s sudden departure has pained me, they are anti-humanitarian. I always
thought so, and to have sent him East worries me because he is getting too close to the
other shore. He has not written to me yet, although I would like him to do so: he can
write down his address. As for the answer of the Minister of justice: small j; he drew
a blank, it is an excuse, because even if I were to be summoned it would not be to my
advantage. Your firm courage and high morale sustains me, we endure but we hope
in justice, our justice.

Gino’s behaviour in paying a dollar fifty is blameworthy.  I did tell you that after the 
first few days Mario would smarten up and you would be wise to make sure he keeps
his eyes open; of course he would be better off here with me.

I am glad Barbara lives with you and that that other has disappeared from the scene;
you will remember how, many months ago, I advised you not to take her as a tenant.
You cannot realize how glad I am in knowing that Mario uses our beautiful language,
I hope he will write to me.

I accept your opinion about my citizenship, let us leave matters as they are for the
time being. At present I need nothing, send me only what is offered. Thank you for
the colonial news.

Have affectionate regards and kisses,

Yours,

FREDERICTON, N.B.

24 July 1942

Dear son,

As you can see I was sent to another camp. I am answering your letter of July 15
which arrived with two lines cut out; I have not received your letter dated July 5.

You do well in keeping on the right path; it is the good and just one. Should you have
interesting news, send it to your mother; she will forward them to me. Obey her.

Regards and kisses, your

Father,

26 July 1942

Dear wife,

Since Friday the 17th I have received no news from you, the reason being that in this
camp there is no censor for our language; the correspondence goes to Ottawa and as
we know from previous experience, the severe and hysterical madam Anastasia is
there. On July 24 I sent a postcard to Mario. Here everything is pretty similar to
Kananaskis, the food is indigestible, plus the inconvenience of the increased distance.

Be brave, our day will come.

Affectionate regards, kisses,

Yours,
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2 August 1942

Dear wife,

I do not know whether you have received my letters, your letters have not reached me
since the 17th of the past month.  One could laugh if it weren’t deplorable.  Now do as 
I do, pray for those souls who are in Purgatory; for freedom, family unity, humanity,
common sense, etc...otherwise the matter gets bigger. With regard to my citizenship,
I repeat, I will put into practice your advice.

From now on use the following address: P.W. (P.) 1108, Camp 70. Base Post Office,
Ottawa, Ont.

Affectionate regards and kisses,

Yours,

6 August 1942

Dear wife,

Yesterday evening I received your two letters dated 16 and 20 of July, the first ones
since I left Petawawa, as I already said, from the frying pan into the fire, the climate is
very wet and humid, the food cooked German style, which I don’t like.  As already 
mentioned I wrote to our son on July 24. I received from him also a photo; I will
gladly answer all of his letters. Give some moral support to Giani, he must be patient,
nothing is obtained without sacrifices, he should compare himself to me: I have
worsened my lot to save some unworthy persons.

Best wishes to Benito for a speedy recovery. Thank you for your interest in the
stamps: keep all of the denominations even those for one, two and three cents.

Regards to Barbara. Mario is doing his duty in writing to you daily and in our idiom,
advise him to keep it up; I am so sorry he cannot come to visit me; I am twenty six
hours further away by train.

I swear to you I am not dismayed, the day will come when I will hold you in my arms
again, and this thought keeps me alive in my sad imprisonment, patience and courage,
let’s trust in God. Beloved wife, with my thoughts constantly focused on you and our 
Mario, I have achieved the power to draw your presence forth every day as if I had
you both standing in front of me.

Every night I surrender gladly to the darkness of sleep because often I find myself in
our serene little house where I relive, with astonishing vividness, all the happy
moments I enjoyed there. That is why I impatiently await the night, to see you, to talk
to you. Sometimes I wake up in the morning and I religiously repeat to myself
everything you told me in my vision.

Regards and kisses,

Yours,
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15 August 1942

Dear wife,

… The government as yet has not given you the subsidy, it is a disgrace. We internees
know the RCMP and we value them for what they are worth…

20 August 1942

Dear wife,

This morning I was summoned to the office; they showed me your letter of August 4
in which you asked for news.

Yesterday I received a letter from Mario also with the same date; both had been kept
in Ottawa.

Don’t be amazed, they arrived in only fifteen days, Mario’s letter comes from a 
distance of only two hundred miles; more civil than this, one would be in paradise.

I repeat, you can now address letters directly to the camp since there is the censor.

Regards and kisses,

Yours,

2 September 1942

Dear wife,

The news of Barbara’s engagement does not surprise me; but it pains me because you 
will again be alone; give my wishes to her and her fiancé.

If you feel it is necessary, take another tenant of your choice, but, of course, a female
and keep always space for Mario, for when he will be back.

You wrote again to the Minister yet he has not answered my August 13 letter. I
would be much happier if I could help you, but unfortunately the events are against
me; although I have not given up hope a portion of the success of my case rests with
the divine dollar and that is not our God.

If at least they would keep our son for only four months.

I have not yet received the money order for $ 2.50 and as I have mentioned, send me
the shipping date.

I don’t understand what Giani may have lost in joining our society, he is free and he 
works, Virginia and her daughter are on the wrong track and I approve of the way you
behave towards them.

Mario has done well in moving close to the place where he works. I do not believe
you would be able sell our house because the custodian will not allow me to change
anything, but you may wish to enquire with a lawyer and then write to the former, I
am willing to do what pleases you so long as the money will not be confiscated.
Inform yourself and I’ll be at your disposal.  Unless I will receive some justice the 
climate will no longer be right for us.
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My morale is good and I beg you to be strong and to take care of your health.

Kisses and regards,

Yours,

10 September 1942

Dear wife,

It is useless to use serious words, because they have not yet paid you a subsidy, they
don’t want to admit that our son wasyour support, but did they support you before
our son was drafted? I am not dead, but I am cut off from the living and unable to
help you; those folks don’t want to acknowledge our situation although they know 
that Mario belongs to us, to me, a citizen, and to you, a widow without a dead
husband, our Mario who now serves in the Army in defense of this country which
deals with us in such a Christian manner.

I still have to receive the money order for $ 2.50; you should enquire about it in
Calgary. As for the climate, it is probably worse here than there, the day will come
when I’ll go to live where the sun will be warmer.

I am with our friends in thinking of Garossino; Mario understood me with regard to
Dipaolo: I told him that during my interrogation a statement of mine would have
sufficed to ruin those friends whose names those dressed in red kept mentioning to
me, therefore I have nothing to say about Rico.

We don’t yet have the possibility to take photos, we are always waiting for the officer 
photographer; I’ll probably arrive home with my goatee.

I will appreciate being informed about the content of the answer that our son will
receive about his citizenship, and that answer he must keep safe.  Baesso’s request is 
absurd; neither he nor others of his sex will lodge in our house. Is that clear?

Today I received the Minister’s answer to my letter; it says that at the proper time I 
will be called by the Commission; I’ll gladly wait for their call because the final 
decision will then be reached.

Have a nice trip with Elena and her husband, give them my regards. I am not
surprised by Sereni and let him talk.  Mario’s visit went well and, I hope, it will be 
repeated. Yes the Reds are free now.

Affectionate regards and kisses, yours,

23 September 1942

Dear wife,

In front of the number in my address put only “pi”.  I hope that Barbara’s husband 
will be exempt from the draft. Regards and thanks to Giani.

Love is blind and often plays mean tricks, I am thinking of certain phony couples. I
have always received Mario’s letters and I answer him with a postcard per month.  
His last letter is dated September 1, three lines were cut, he wishes to know whether
his name appears on my citizenship card; I hope he does not base anything on that
piece of paper.
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How did the president of the Canadian Legion receive you? I think you will have not
have much luck with your dreams; I told you that Gian Schio has been notified he is
not going to be released and it will be the same as far as I am concerned. Mario is a
citizen because they can use him, but he has only duties; what are his rights? Does he
not have parents for whom they should provide? The money order for $ 2.50 was
given to me on September 15, a month after it had been mailed.

Bon voyage to that lieutenant pilot. I would like to know who will pay you my
subsidy as a war veteran; how much will it be and what you have done to obtain it
because one reverts back to childhood in old age and consequently becomes curious.

Monday morning, the 21st of this month, I was taken to Fredericton twenty three miles
from the camp; I was in front of the Investigative Commission for an hour, I answered
as I usually do; now we have to wait for a few weeks to find out the result, the persons
who wrote letters of reference on my behalf will probably be questioned. Do not
delude yourself. It is probably that those who wrote letters of reference on my behalf
will be interrogated. The decision of the Commission cannot be appealed, especially
in my case. Our son should mind his own business before believing others.

Regards and kisses, yours,

29 September 1942

Dear wife,

What do they need to discuss in order to give you what is your due; they say that
Mario is a citizen, they recognize his rights, and therefore they must pay you
according to the law, with back pay and interest.

I want to hope that the Commission will want to acknowledge my loyalty to Canada,
if not I assure you, I will be compelled to refuse the citizenship card. Always mention
the dates of my letters, I always keep draft copies, did you receive my letter dated
September 10?

I wasn’t wrong about the house, I’ll write at a later date.

Cherished kisses, yours,

2 October 1942

Dear wife,

I already told you about the kind and willing custodian; he would always have either
the house or money in his hands so I don’t think that it would be convenient to sell it, 
because you would be without the house and without money.

Mario does not believe what they wrote, they are doing it to create friction, and you
will see that when he is home, they will no longer acknowledge him.

Have courage even if I will not be released, my hope is that our son will return soon
because they cannot keep father and son. The communists, were they honest, would
go immediately to the Russian front.

Regards and kisses, yours,
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8 October 1942

Dear wife,

To move to another city is not enough, more will come. Bell was notified he has to
stay. It seems to me that there is too much optimism here, too much news which is
groundless. We live in a colony here, not a nation, and so anything is possible.

There are room mates whose sons are still at home and they are between twenty one
and thirty years old, some refused to go and the judge could not condemn them; either
the father or the son at home.

Regards to the cousins and to the newly weds; courage and hope in our victory.

Affectionate regards and kisses, yours,

15 October 1942

Dear son,

I receive your much appreciated letters regularly and in return I perform my monthly
duty happily and send you my news.

I still know nothing about my interrogation, but my freedom, which is due a loyal
citizen, would be a miracle.

Let us hope the government will want to carry out the humane and just action of
sending one of us home to Mother. She has been denied all forms of assistance.
Don’t believe what they replied to you, it is merely a promise.

Affectionate regards, your father,

13 October 1942

Dear wife,

No news yet from the Minister of Justice, should my sentence be confirmed you
would also be notified, in any case we will have to wait for the gate to open. But
today I don’t want to be anxious and nervous, I want to remind myself of your 
birthday and dedicate this letter to it.

We agree that we both suffer equally for being kept apart, victims of a war of no
interest to this country; I can’t therefore keep silent and not acknowledge your 
womanly heroism. The heroism of a woman who lives alone and succeeds in not
getting bogged down in the mediocrity of an unavoidable material misery. I praise
your courage as a lone mother, thirsty for goodness, tortured by dreams, anxiously
seeking beauty and joy, forced to renounce all that is good, to smother her dreams, to
smother joy and to struggle with herself so as not to suppress the possibility to
understand the beauty of a united family. Who could know better than me the
sublime resolution of a lone wife who works against all the adverse forces converging
toward her, raising around her an icy wall of diffidence and incredulity, keeping her
from breathing freely. In this your forced and lengthy independence, labourous and
difficult, you did not place yourself under a yoke, you remain your own mistress. I
kiss you with the sanctity of conjugal love and I send you my best wishes.

The judge called me asking questions about Mario that he already knew the answers
to, i.e.: whether he had volunteered to join the Army or he had been drafted, where he
is; whether he is fascist.
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Miller (the judge) told me that my case is very serious and left me no hope. If they
would at least discharge our son.

I was never a veteran of the other war, I was simply exempt. Laws are made for the
wretched and if you were not Italian, they would give you the allowance.

Dear kisses, yours,

19 October 1942

Dear wife,

It is raining today and we must stay inside, you can imagine that with seventy men per
shack it is not exactly a pleasure.

No president of the Legion or lawyer can obtain what is due to you; those responsible
will not allow it even though it is against the law to punish you because I am
surrounded by barbed wire; they make promises to Mario they will not keep, just as
they did that time to Borban [?] and his companions.

Finished or not, the outcome will become evident when this tragic ballad has reached
its conclusion, it will be amusing to pay the price. It seems that the letters are late
because they are not coming directly; patience.

On the 15th of this month I wrote to our son.

I’ll try to fill the paper with some hypotheses. I am fifty years old and I do not know 
whether (once out of here) I’ll be given back my old job; and even if I should be
rehired, I would have lost eighteen years of seniority; it would be difficult to find
another job. Debts and taxes to pay for the house; those who have become naturalized
cannot expect a cent from the Canadian government (if anybody says otherwise it is in
bad faith).

The government of our country of origin cannot defend or help us since we do not
belong to it any longer; as you can see we are caught between the anvil and the
hammer.

Those who give up their citizenship face deportation and confiscation of property;
internees who keep their citizenship and support any kind of a political movement,
even a foreign one, in the postwar period could see the sun through a checkered
pattern.

All these thoughts of mine are subject to change depending on who wins the game.

You are waiting for what is rightfully yours because our son is a soldier and I am
waiting for news; will Saint Anthony operate the miracle?

All we have done, good and bad, must be guaranteed by our spiritual signature; in a
world such as this where the greatest social virtue is hypocrisy we can only have faith
and hope in divine justice.

Regards and kisses,

Yours,
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29 October 1942 - XX

Dear wife,

You are totally correct when you say that I was arrested before the Fasci were banned;
what I said and wrote was done at a time when we supposedly had full freedom of
thought and speech and the police were aware of it. Now that our only son is serving
in the army and that my loyalty to Canada as a good citizen has been confirmed by
my good conduct of twenty years, there should be no hesitation to release me.

It is true that the witnesses, if they were questioned, could not say more than what the
justice knew and, as a sharp guardian, justice was keeping an eye on me.

Picco belongs with those who have given up their ideals.

The uncivilized manner of making you anxiously wait for two hours in the Court of
Appeal was compensated by the interrogation on the following day (17 October) at
the Palliser Hotel. Yes,the two little old folks “Miller” Cessareau (there was also one 
at Fredericton) are those who interrogated me; they wanted you to confirm what I had
said, or perhaps to know what I did not know, but anyway let us hope that this useless
trial is finally closed and that a conclusive and favorable decision will be reached
either for me or for Mario.

I hope your impressions are correct, but that gang is [undecipherable]. As long as
there is no decision in our case, don’t be surprised if my letters make a stop at the
capital. As for those of our son, I cannot understand the reason why; to keep an eye
on him is understandable, but they cannot expect the impossible from our Mario
whose father has been interned for twenty eight months and whose mother is in poor
health and alone at home.

These days the proverb “chew  the bitter and spit out the sweet” fits the situation.  My 
health is not bad, the weather is already cold.

I return everybody’s regards, brothers and sisters-in-law and cousins.

Dear kisses, yours,

3 November 1942

Dear wife,

I add my hope to that of the dentist MacCafary, but nothing more. That the
government may no longer consider Italians its enemies is something that is still a
long way off and a comparison between the starry republic and us cannot be made, the
two systems are very different.

Mario should not waste the five dollars, for any reason. I am glad he is obedient and
full of affection for us.

First we wait for the decision regarding my case. Do not concern yourself with the
delay inour son’s letters, better late than never.  Courage.

Regards and kisses,

Yours,
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9 November 1942

Dear wife,

In my last letter I advised Mario not to ask for anything; it is they, if they wish, that
must give to us, without asking for money, payment for his service. I care much
about this fact because my case clearly demonstrates what value those five dollars
have. They keep telling him that his case is in order and then contradict themselves
by telling him a fee must accompany his request.

Yesterday, for one hour, we saw the first snow. What you mention about that young
Margaret came as a surprise. While you must write in solitude every day, if it is a
duty it is also a distraction and an exercise; I do it every five days instead.

I received the $2.50 and I thank you, as I do for your constant correspondence.

Pat Lenehan will never join the Army as a volunteer, but it would be good if the
Minister of Defense would grab him.

I received Mario’s letters and his photo.

My working tools, which are in the basement, especially those for wood working,
should be oiled and kept clean since it will not be easy for me to buy new ones; and
my clothes should also be aired now and then.

I have learned with pleasure that the government has finally decided to pay to you
twenty dollars per month with the back pay, good, this way you will be able to get to
the end of the month in a somewhat better shape.

I will inform you as soon as I will hear about my case.

Your dream, I am sorry, will not come true since it will have to be luck that will send
one of us home.

My “well done” to Irma (husband and oxen from your own village).   Give my 
regards to her family, the Casertano and Giani, I do not have friends, I live in
seclusion because I cannot stand subterfuge and hypocrisy.

Your faith cannot be destroyed and let us hope that our son will return to the west.

Regards and kisses,

Yours,

12 November 1942

Dear wife,

Yesterday I received the long awaited response from the Minister of Justice, my
internment is confirmed; the thin thread of hope broke when I had heard that you
would have received a subsidy for our son; they have bought him for twenty dollars
per month.

I did tell you that the interrogation they imposed on you was a farce.

Now Mario must protest and ask to be released, he is a citizen of an enemy nation and
he should not wear the uniform.  I’ll be thinking about what we should do.

Affectionate kisses,

Yours,
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14 November 1942

Dear son,

Debert, Nova
Scotia,

I receive your letters regularly and last one with the photo of your mates. Thank you
very much.

On the eleventh of this month I received from the so called Minister of Justice a letter
stating that my internment must go on. I cannot find the words to describe my
thoughts to you, I will only say to you that such an injustice causes me great anguish.

I am a prisoner of the government which forces you to be a soldier, you born in Italy,
an alien nation.

Courage and affectionate kisses,

Your father,

18 November 1942

Dear wife,

Dreams are dreams and our reality is pretty harsh. I have previously informed you
about the confirmation of my internment. I am sorry you have work as a nanny
because of the government’s delay in giving you what is your due, but keep it for 
future reference.

The elections in the near by republic will not bring about a different music, only
different musicians perhaps.  Mario’s letters go to the capital where they are niched; 
by the way when you will write to him, mention that I have not received anything
from Saint Louis.

My thoughts are constantly with him and I fear that he may be sent beyond the water.

What you answered the two old men is irrelevant, my fate was already decided when
they were questioning me, they are paid to waste time. MacFarlan was certain I
would be kept here: that is why he mentioned you were entitled to receive the subsidy
and he seemed kind to you.

A new Italian tenant arrived recently, after seven months in the Army; he was born in
Italy.

Give my regards to [undecipherable]; your letters also arrive regularly. I am with you
in sending special wishes to Filippo’s and Maurizio’s sons.  To the Musso family my 
Christmas greetings and wishes; Gino’s fever is caused by his nervousness, he should 
calm down and should be happy about his daughter’s decision.

Yes, I received the money order dated October 28. Our separation will still last
longer, but let us keep up our courage and hope for the best, even if some dark clouds
are above us the clear sky will come.

The Lord can do nothing; religion is a spiritual matter and cannot influence earthly
matters.

Regards and kisses,

Yours,
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23 November 1942

Dear wife,

Your sweet words did much for me and I appreciate them; I am surprised by your
beautifully put together words; I thought of using the same method, but it does not
work for me. I am so glad that Mario will come and spend the holidays with you. I
wish you both every happiness and when you are sharing thoughts and moments of
joy and sadness, love and hate, I will be with you in spirit. Let us keep alive our faith,
better days will come and while waiting let us strengthen our affection.

With love,

Yours,

29 November 1942

Dear wife,

I am glad to hear that many persons have improved their position; it is
understandable, the world is made of ups and downs, the naive are those who always
pay.

That letter from Ottawa is a copy of mine. They are in bad faith, I never was the
secretary of a delegate of Italy, I was a simple an agent for my fellow-countrymen in
need; how can those half-wits even think that a citizen with property and family
would be so brainless and willing to sabotage his host nation in a time of war; they
know very well that only a born criminal would have such a cruel soul and of these
many have been set free.

A person may not approve of the war, but such an opinion is part of the freedom of
thoughts enjoyed in all civilized nations.

Secretaries of the Fascist Party, Army officers, and veterans of the wars in Spain and
in Ethiopia were set free, because they were not considered dangerous. How could a
person like me, who never served in an Army, was never a rebel and who has a son
drafted in this Army be dangerous?

Yes, let us be patient and hope in a justice which will have to come. I received a brief
letter from Giuseppina with regards from Concessa and her daughter, they pray the
Lord to grant them the chance to embrace us again; I’ll send them a postcard at 
Christmas, I’ll send you a picture one which I wish you to keep.

The secretary of the Legion is a waste of time, the government acts as it wants
towards dangerous and not so dangerous persons; do government and judges know
them? They keep individuals interned for years because they uttered a simple phrase
against Albion.

I don’t believe the newspapers because I hate them.

Regards and kisses,

Yours,
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4 December 1942

Dear wife,

I understand your anxiety in waiting for our son to come home on leave, certainly it is
a joy beyond words which I share with you. Urge him not to sign or ask for the
citizenship card, for any reason.

I beg you; do not delude yourself about my release. The cases you mentioned did
happen because lawyers, and therefore money, pleaded those causes. We can only
hope in a change of the law so that Canadian citizens will be released as entitled; only
in this case we will be released before the end of the war.

Kisses to you and Mario,

Yours,

9 December 1942

Dear wife,

It is not important whether Irma or her friend gave back the “bioce”, I am satisfied; 
her father was always a hypocrite and now he had to see with his own eyes that
“between to say and to do there is the ocean.”

I am glad about Amerigo’s case and I think that his father’s wishes are unjustified.  I 
would like Mr. Ross to write a letter to the Minister of Justice enquiring in explicit
words why I am being kept behind barbed wire; and stating that I would certainly be
ready to offer my work in any industry and in any place.

I am happy to hear that your financial situation has improved so that you do not have
to work for others.  Also I have received Mario’s last three photos and I thank him;
should he be able to visit me in the new year, I’ll be grateful; he should let me know 
the date so that I’ll try to get some cigarettes.

The money collected from the Italians in Calgary is not my concern, however, Mario
also has a right, no comments since it is crystal clear that the organizers of such
<gavada> are show-offs and Picco cannot change his spots.

News or lies, call them what you want, don’t upset me, I am immune to all rackets.

Yesterday I received a parcel from Gino.  Do thank him and I’ll try to send him a
postcard.  To Giani’s family and the Mussos my beforehand thanks, sincere regards 
and wishes, I feel honored by their feelings of friendship and gratitude.

No words are enough to thank you for the parcel and the money order you intend to
send me. Yes, these holidays will also find us physically apart even if spiritually I am
always with you, and especially on Christmas and New Year’s Day my thoughts will 
constantly be with wife and son; be cheerful and proud, thirty months spent in camp
have not impaired my morale. Courage,

Kisses and regards,

Yours,
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17 December 1942

Dear wife,

I received the money order and the parcel and I am very grateful, thanks also to
Baesso on behalf of the only four remaining comrades from the West.

The quantity of wine allowed for the holidays is so small that it was not requested, the
beer that is sold every evening has the alcoholic content of a fizzy drink, I drank only
two bottles of it in roughly a year.

I long for the Italian sky; however, I am not sad because, a long time ago, I accepted
whatever fortune brought and I understand that these days we must get used to living
in any climate; and what joy would the native sun give, if by lowering one’s eyes, one 
would see the hackles on his feet? My beloved ones, let us learn to accept our fate
and be persuaded that nobody ever was happy, especially in this period of transition
and sorrow. He who is free does not have a homeland; he who has it, sees it in tears
and enslaved in front of him. Who is the lucky one? Neither. Who is more wretched?
I am not sure; or rather I know that the man who will have hardened his spirit against
fortune’s blows will endure better the present evil and will be more able to recover 
from the calamities crushing him, with hopes in the future and trust in the divine
Providence. Well then, keep and increase the noble frames of mind and the feelings
you speak about in your letter and go on loving each other.

Here too we are deep in winter; return regards on my behalf to in-laws and the
nephew.

The rations have gone down here too, and in the canteen there is little to choose from;
the way the Germans cook is pitiful, a lot of meat is smoked and it is not appreciated
by the Italians.

To all my friends I send my sincere regards and wishes and I thank them for their
kindness.

Kisses and wishes,

Yours,

20 December 1942

Mrs. Domenica Rosso,

The accused has received the parcel that you kindly sent to me; I never thought badly
of your silence. My freedom will never be granted because my son has served in the
Army for six months; here we are in a so called free country and one cannot expect a
fair treatment. Courage, let us wait for better times, a serene sky will follow after the
storm. My heartfelt thanks to everybody, especially to Irma who kindly send to me a
souvenir of her first job.

Regards and wishes, Your friend,
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23 December 1942

Dear wife,

This letter will find you alone once again and Mario on his return trip to the recruiting
centre, I am sorry; today I received your wishes for the holidays and our son’s 
affectionate words. Let us hope in better times.

On December 20 I sent a postcard to Gino; did you receive my card and the letter of
December 17? Keep them, in my last letter only the first five and last six lines were
mine, the rest are the words of V. Gioberti, written about eighty years ago, but I found
them of topical interest and I wished to dedicate them to Christmas.

Barbara’s gesture in favor of Mario pleases me.  We have received a present from the 
Vancouver friends who were set free: twice as much money as in 1941, also the Rev.
Bordignon sent five dollars to share with the other four still here. You found that our
son put on weight; I dare say! It was bound to happen; eating potatoes all the time. I
am sure the two weeks of relaxation while on leave did him good.

The government does the right thing in raising the soldiers’ pay; they risk their lives 
to save others.

Regards to Musso, Giani and the Casertano. Our son is becoming a man, to become a
whole individual he will have to be intelligent.

I am sorry about Maria Gasbarri’s death; she was an unpretentious soul, but good and 
sincere; you and Mario have done your duty in attending her funeral.  Cesare’s 
courtesy has a rank odour. I received greetings from Ferdinando’s wife, do thank her. 

When I told you to write a letter to Ottawa it was not in the hopes of being granted
anything but to know specifically what I am charged with and to provide, once more,
proof of loyalty to this country. I never deluded myself; I know that our sacrifices
will not be in vain and that the Canadian people know how to take advantage of their
troubles only for their own welfare.

I include a photo which I will explain to you in the next postcard.

Be well, ciao,

Kisses, yours,

27 December 1942

Dear wife,

In the photo, which I hope you will have received, I am with four other Italians; we
forgot to have another shot printed in which I am with some men from the West, but I
think I’ll be able to get my hands on it.

My Judaic beard will disappear at the end of the year, it lasted thirty months; the
shaggy moustache will stay, waiting for the next visit of the photographer.

Christmas has passed and I wish New Year’s Day will go soon, one lives in the wait 
of the events,

Regards and kisses, yours,
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1943

9 January 1943

Dear wife,

I understand how you must have suffered in being separated from our son, but
continue to be strong, your fate of heroic mother will get better in the future, may
your faith be great and undying.

The information provided by the faithful one in a letter written to me by Mario this
past July seems ridiculous.  If they don’t trust him, they should send him home.

I share our son’s ideas, I never wrote that he should not have been drafted, but that 
they should not have been taken from you your companion and comfort which you
need as you are a woman alone, that it to say, either him or me at home.

My criminal file is swollen like a leather bag, yes I know it, many of your letters and
mine have contributed to that, but in all those pages they will never be able to find a
word against this nation, only thoughts and comments on the situation, scribbled
down with nervousness caused by my unjust internment. I, or better we, do not
belong to an alien country, and as long as our citizenship will not be withdrawn, we
are British citizens.  They want to punish us, but that’s another matter; patience, 
however, they should not try to legalize such behaviour. Take it easy, the hand of the
Divine Providence watches over our Mario’s head.

Right you are: we look like retired missionaries, like the people in the old folks’ 
home, but we are only victims of the situation.

The letter, in which my charges are specified, must be kept, not for its content, which
could even be the truth, but because it could demonstrate that many leaders, more
active than I was in fascism were never arrested or else were set free.

It is not surprising that our son is a good soldier; he was well brought up and as a
result an upright citizen.

As you can see, this letter is the direct reflection of my thoughts; I believe that few
free citizens would equal such an act of loyalty. I will send you another photo.

Regards and kisses, yours,

19 January 1943

Dear wife,

The Zanni family carries a cross that is equal to ours.

I don’t know how much it will cost Mario to come to visit me, but if it too expensive I
would advise him to postpone the trip until spring when the weather will have
improved, also because the road from Fredericton to the camp is poor.

Vietti is not happy abouthis son’s behaviour and it seems that now he sees facts the 
way I do; if he were not Red I would whisper a few words in his ear.

Today is Mario’s birthday, on the 16th I sent him a postcard, but I did not find the
space for my wishes in those few lines, please forward my apologies to him.
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This date reminds you of the pains and the joys of motherhood, from our blood was
born our beloved only son; let us hope he will honor our name, all my sweet
memories go to you and him.

Sorry about Mrs. Agnese’s illness, Iwish her a speedy recovery.

Frisco provided you with nice and intelligent company, I am glad I got him. To think
I bought him for only one dollar.

I received the money order for $5.00; thanks to you and Berto.  Leave Rinaldo’s wife 
to her destiny. Picco, he was always an imbecile, says I do not wish “to leave the 
camp”, but if it had been up to me they would not even have arrested me; the fact is I 
suffer (and so do you), resigned to thirty two months in this place, after three long
questioning sessions, my situation always the same, demonstrates that the situation is
out of my hands. He is a poor blockhead, he understands nothing, neither of the
country at war nor of its laws and even less of my uprightness; does Picco believe that
we cut from the same cloth perhaps?

As I told you I shaved my beard, I look younger, but to part with it after such a long
time felt like a sacrifice.

I send to you another photo with some mates, one of whom has been released. Ciao.

Regards and kisses, yours,

7 February 1943

Dear wife,

I am very glad about our son’s sentiments, I think about him constantly.  Give Mr. 
Zanni my wishes for a speedy recovery; I hope that he will have the joy of having his
son at home while he is sick. Greetings to Mr. Stocco. Yes, I have became aware of
the death of C. Tresca [?] and I most certainly did not shed tears.

Last month you wrote to me that my case would have been probably reviewed in
January, but it was not so; as I already said to you the Commission, made up of the
same people, came to town on 25th of last month and questioned many of our fellow-
countrymen, half of them have been released by now; on the 5th of this month the
same Commission left Fredericton until the new orders, and I was not summoned; my
three comrades from the West were called and one has already gone home. As you
see I am unlucky, I hope, however, that the Investigative Commission will soon return
and will act with more discretion this time.

On the fourth of this month I was again photographed and fingerprinted, why, I do not
know. It is the third time and, by now, they have my face in three styles; without
beard, with beard and now with the moustache only. Will this be the last time? If
not, how will I prepare my face.

I am glad you don’t work on Saturdays any longer especially since you don’t need to.

Yes, they have reopened the House of Commons, but our cases are not discussed there
because they cannot be made public.

We are going through some boring days, I cannot explain to you why, but this too will
pass.

Kisses and regards, yours,
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21 February 1943

Dear wife,

I receive Mario’s letters regularly and his small photos, the conditions of the roads 
have improved, but he should visit me when it suits him.

The dog is the animal most faithful to man, but in the case of our little Frisco, his
good guard duty is appreciated and necessary.

The layoffs because of a lack of supplies surprises me more than the fact that the
small fries are swallowing the big ones.

I am glad that R. Baesso can return to Vancouver. My thanks to Carmelina for her
kind thoughts, if only my longed for day could be tomorrow; about the beer it does
not matter much as long as we could raise our glasses in a toast to our health, we will
worry later about their content.

I can only imagine what the decorum of soldier’s uniform is during moments when 
their brains are fermenting, do they not think about the future when they will have to
turn to kitchen ranges?

I do not know how more months my internment may last, because no news leaks out;
anyhow I am going to ask you some questions that, while here, I continuously address
to myself. Will the Commission come back? When? Will I be interrogated? Will I
be released on condition that I will not return to Calgary? Would it be good to start
looking for work before the Committee comes and to notify Ottawa?

As you can see my brain is in turmoil and I leave it up to you to consider these
questions and to find possible answers. Is it better to wait, hoping to be interrogated
and allowed to return to Calgary? Or should we write to Mr. Grossi, for example, to
try find me a job in his city? Or to some farmers in Alberta?

In this case whoever would offer me a job should write to the operation internment
camp in Ottawa with my request.

Affectionate regards, yours,

26 February 1943

Dear wife,

I am sure that the nursery rhyme of questions in my last letter made you laugh, in any
case I was not trying to worry you, only to stay within the realm of reality. To those
to whom I advised you to turn, you can add Mr. Rossetti, pasta factory in Lethbridge,
and Mr. J. Kelly too, director at Ogden, who could find me a job in some shop in the
province, in a branch of his department: in Medicine Hat, Edmonton, Lethbridge,
Revelstok [Revelstoke].

My suggestions are not orders, I leave them to your discretion, they are preliminaries
which could facilitate my release, if it should become impossible to return to Calgary
for the duration of the war.

Father Bortignon gives me courage, I thank him and I hope I’ll be able to meet him
some day.
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I am sorry about Zanni’s serious illness and I send him my wishes for a speedy 
recovery.

That some other one, who always smokes, likely because of his uncle, but he will
know how to limit himself once he is free, and if you recall I had quit smoking six
months before I was arrested. You are right, smoking is a harmful vice.

We are still feeling the consequences of that brawl, it really was a shocking event.

Tenisci is out; Fioco [?] is waiting because his case has already been reheard.

The roads have improved and Mario can choose the proper time for his visit.

On the 24th of last month, I wrote to the internment operation camps to offer my labor
in any city; this will surely bring a revision  of my case; and I repeat G. Giolitti’s 
famous sentence “I have confidence.” I rejoice in anticipating our embrace.  Ciao.

Regards and kisses, yours

10 March 1943

Dear wife,

I am writing to you two days earlier than usual because of the following: on Monday I
was given your letter of March 1, with more than half of it missing, one hour later I
was called to the office of the censor who told me the reason for the cuts.

I understand how the reply of the Minister of Justice must have irritated the loving
sensibilities of a wife and a mother and your nerves made you press your pen much
harder.  Dear Lina, always remember the old and appropriate proverb “Against force 
reason cannot prevail.”  But we cannot always express what we have in our mind and 
in our soul. A too straightforward kind of sincerity is as grave as a deceit. Of course
is not nice, it is not honest to lie. But how could we live in our society, what I want to
say is how can we be in close contact with and in the midst of our fellow men, being
always sincere no matter what the costs.

Have faith, and mum’s the word.

Yesterday I received from Ottawa an answer to my letter of February 24, it repeats
what they wrote to you, there is no hope, we must put our trust in the Lord, we must
let time, the only true gentleman, bring about justice, it is useless to expect it from
somewhere else.

Yes, let us consign to oblivion all my questions of my last two letters and let us
endure our punishment, as I have said before, we are dealing with punishment not
with precaution. Have courage and take care of your health, almighty God will look
after the future.

I received Tenisci’s news from Trail, but I cannot thank him directly so as not to 
deprive you of the few letters allowed to me; if you can, thank him for me.

I would like to give free play to my pen and press it hard as you did, but it is not
possible. Ciao.

Regards,
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17 March 1943

Dear wife,

March 7 was the anniversary of the first one thousand days of internment for the
Italians arrested in June 1940.

In my letter of March 10 I did not want to comment on the reply you received from
the Minister of Justice, because, as you must have understood, I had received other
orders.

Well then, at one time I was told I was here in camp because I was anti-British, the
second time because I was a fascist, now, the third, because of the letters written by
you and our son, truthfully I don’t know what to think anymore; I will tell you that 
you are correct in thinking the ban is coming from Calgary and exactly from that
individual who subjected you to that interview with the two old men.

They shout from the rooftops that there is need for labourers, I offered myself, I am
refused.

I received a letter from young Margherita, but I did not thoroughly understand it.

The investigative committee is here again, but not for me.

Regards and kisses,

29 March 1943

Dear wife,

I return the regards to the Nardino family and to Tenisci. You could write to them to
see whether they can obtain a job offer from their boss for me.

I learned of the journey of the fop, he imitates the wandering Jew. I am very sorry
about the delay of Mario’s correspondence, but there is nothing to do.  I am not 
surprised by the fact that our son was summoned by his superior, but I do hope it will
not happen again, because we know that our protests, albeit just, bring no results.

Your letter of March 23 was a slap in the face. It made me aware of your illness; I
urge you to go to the doctor as often as you feel it is necessary and take good care of
yourself, do not skimp on these expenses, do not be neglectful; be strong and look
after your health; you must always remember that husband and son suffer with you
and more than you may imagine. Give up any kind of work; should you work it is
important be calm and fidente, please obey me and keep your courage up.

It would be a good idea to get a certificate from your doctor and send it to Ottawa, to
the person you wanted to write to; today I sent a plea to Ottawa necessitated by your
illness and solitude. I hope it brings some positive results.

I have nothing to blame you for. In fact, I commend you.

I would like to be able to send you a parcel with some small wooden objects that I
have made, but, please, do not give them away to anybody, I’ll do it after my return.

As for what Mario may have recently written to you, I’ll deal with it in my next letter.  
I am sure the present letter will find you in good health, don’t keep details of your 
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health from me, don’t forget the two of us who think of you, although from afar, with 
hearts wishing only your well-being.

Regards to friends,

Affectionate kisses,

8 April 1943

Dear wife,

I want to hope that you are back in good shape, I have not heard from you in recent
days.

You mentioned your intention to write to the Minister of Justice and I don’t know 
whether you have already done it, here is my opinion; I would like you to reach a
compromise; as they say in politics, to give up is always a sacrifice, but when it could
be a good thing, why not do it? You will want a guarantee, I know. That is always at
the mercy of the facts. In times of tragedy sacrifice the most to obtain the least.

I will explain; hence; yours, mine and Mario’s letters are a black spot in my file which 
weighs against me (so they say) and which could perhaps be clarified.

No withdrawal is necessary for the letters of our son since his military service and his
good behaviour are more than sufficient. Regarding my letters and yours, influenced
by facts and circumstances, albeit in good faith, I believe it should be possible to
clarify the good intentions of the writers (I have already done it) by acknowledging to
have used the pen too freely and to be willing to forget and to keep respecting the
laws.

I repeat, the above is not an order, it is a suggestion, upon which you can act without
difficulties. I did not study philosophy, but my behaviour recently is very much that
of a philosopher. Do not marvel, in this life where sorrows, joys, miseries, fortune are
in conflict, all has to be attempted.

I used to be able to reason and not deceived by empty words, but when a person is
poorly thought of, such behaviour is an admission of guilt, because every good
argument is offensive. Why should I be have the same opinion today that I was six
weeks ago? In such a case my opinion would be my despot. I believe that enquiries
about jobs for prisoners do not go through the manpower office, but are addressed
directly to the internment operation camps. Regards and courage.

Yours,

13 April 1943

Dear wife,

I know why the reasons why your letters have become rare. Indeed I totally
remember that distant April first fool’s trick and I will never sufficiently repent.

I am glad that Baesso will return to Vancouver.

I received the money order for $5.00 . Thank Costa for me from the bottom of my
heart.
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Sereni’s behaviour surprises me; I will keep it in mind.

There is no point in fooling ourselves about the validity of our requests, however, we
should not lose heart.

I return everybody’s greetings. I congratulate you on your recovery and let us wish for 
the best.

Kisses, Yours,

18 April 1943

Dear wife,

Here too the weather is dreadful, it beats the weather in Alberta. The verses you had
written, where did they go? Gardening should be a diversion for you, not an
exertion. Mario wrote to me on April 5 and I received it on the 17, it went first to
Ottawa.

I appreciate the kindness of Elena and her husband.

Our son demonstrates a lot of common sense when he says that money spent to visit
me could not be better spent.

The answer you received from the Prime Minister is flattering, but don’t be in a hurry.  
I am sure that my letter of April 8 will have surprised you for the content of some
sentences, but we had better keep up with the times. Happy Easter.

I understand why your letters are less frequent, certainly this is not pleasurable, you
can use postcards.

In this letter I want to fill the page with a bit of autobiography; as usual I chat very
little with my room mates, I am taciturn, I have little interest in discussing the war,
politics and in playing games. It could be said I am indifferent to reproach as well as
to praise.  I don’t know whose fault it is, I would like to be with the others, to have 
their outbursts, their sudden bursts of violent sincerity (but by nature I am against all
kinds of violence), their fits of anger and their loud gaieties, but I remain somber and
apart, always alone, always the same. I could compare myself to a clear rivulet at
spring time, without ripples, which goes heedlessly down its slopes. My melancholy
is so serene, it seems almost joyful to the others.

Not outgoing, fairly rigid, I want to be severe, but in the end I think I am first-rate and
totally upright, unfortunately, I am also a solitary man. In the past, I did have some
hours of sociability though not many. The more I was sincere, the more enemies I
acquired. If I suffer, it is because only those alive suffer.

I complete the 24 lines assuring you of my good health, and I hope you are well also.
I hope, as always, to receive good news from you. Regards to all, to you and yours,

Kisses, Yours,

23 April 1943

Dear wife,

Yesterday I received the salami, thanks, I’ll consume it out of necessity since meals 
are scarce and cooked. Forgive me but do not send any more of this quality.
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Gregorio F. was released yesterday, Thursday, I am the only one left of the fifty
Italians at Kananaskis.

Today I received a parcel of food-stuff from Tenisci to be consumed among friends;
make it your duty to thank him as soon as possible.

I am surprised to hear about the luncheon at the house of Maurizio V. Also I hope
that his son will be decorated; in answer to their kindness use prudent words. Regards
to all. Take care and courage.

Kisses, yours,

28 April 1943

Dear wife,

I received your kind wishes exactly on Easter Day, giving me great comfort and I
thank you wholeheartedly; by the way, I hope you wrote to Tenisci to thank him on
my behalf and also on behalf of my friends for the parcel. As I write to you it is
snowing.

I wish to be remembered to the young Sciorly.

With regard to a move to another camp, I too believe it will happen, except I don’t 
know when or where, in any case I have hope in this.

The answer given to you by Mr. Anderson, the secretary, puzzles me and I reinstate
that misfortune will not let go of us.

I am happy to hear about Mario’s company and about his occupation.

You had nothing less than the scarlet fever and you did not mention it to me, and you
kept me thinking you suffered from the after-effects of a cold or of a hemorrhage;
fortunately by now it is all behind you and without serious consequences and I can set
my mind at ease; I can’t wait for the day when we will be together again, never as 
now have I appreciated your courage and faith. You should see me when I get
homesick, my thoughts wander and fly home, I am the image of sadness, I try to relax,
but as in a telescope, you and our son seem so close, and yet so far away. Now that I
am the only one left of all the Italians from the West, you can imagine what my
morale is like.

Yes, Easter is a day of peace and joy, or so it should be, and it is not a bad idea to
accept the invitation of sincere persons, to have fun for an hour, of course it is in
solitude that our thoughts become concentrated and the heart remains calm, but our
nerves are shattered. Be confident and calm. Our love draws us together in spite of
the distance, and the three of us now far apart will get together again in joy and peace.
I am grateful that you always return the greetings of all those who remember me,
since I cannot thank them individually, please apologize to the relatives for not
writing but writing paper is scarce.

Regards and kisses, yours,
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18 May 1943

Dear wife,

The stamps are removed from all letters to check whether the writer wrote under
them. The weather here invites boredom.

Your last letter dedicated to the mother touched my heart; you are right after this war
there will be millions of mothers in mourning who will be crying over the untimely
loss of their beloved babies who were sacrificed for their homelands, the blood that
men are so proud to shed for their country is nothing but the milk they received from
their mothers; motherhood is women’s patriotism.

Yes, good and well-bred children devote every day of the year to those that made
them, their love and respect, to be contrary would be vulgar. Who could forget the
custodian angel of the family, the mother, she who suffers and keeps quiet, advises
with joy, teaches and corrects with humble love, sacrifices herself in silence, the only
person to whom all of us owe obedience, love and reverence; she is proud of her
mission, we are honoured to be her children.

I hope Michele finds what he desires. No, courage does not desert me even if I have
moments of crisis; I want to hope that all of the people’s sacrifices will not be in vain.

Don’t worry for the slowness of the correspondence, it cannot be helped, those in 
power make the law.

Silvio’s letters suffer from the same disease of those of Mario, and for the same 
reason I believe; when you will write to them tell him that I received his two dollars
and, if they want more of those wooden toys, to ask but not to send money for
payment. I include a photo taken with some of the other compatriots.

Regards and kisses,

Yours,

22 July 1943

Dear wife,

While I am writing it is raining once again, nothing is going right, even the weather. I
am glad Mario had a good holiday and that you were able to take pleasure in it as
well;  it’s good that you work only mornings and spent the afternoons with him.

The [undecipherable] is neither fish nor fowl, he is right about this but as regards for
work, I repeat, there have been several cases of release due to requests presented by
employers, and without going through the manpower office. It goes without saying
that the minister has the final decision.

I think I already told you that only the German sailors have left this camp. We do not
expect to be moved from here, although, because of the climate and the distance, I
would not mind it.
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I enjoyed your letter of July 14 for its style and also for its allusion to the Turridos. It
is not yet possible to foresee the future, I keep hoping for the best; hope is a feather
bed for the dying man on which, now and then, he forgets the thorns on which he lies.

Do you remember that not long ago I used to say: one has to pay for one’s mistakes; 
well, they made the mistake and now they have to pay. It seems that the damage is
irreparable, only a miracle could change the situation.

I gladly return our friends’ greetings; I would like to write to each one individually,
but it is impossible. I trust we will see each other in a not too distant future; I did not
say hope because this bittersweet word is the flame of the poor.

Dear Lina. let us wish that we will embrace each other soon, all the rest will follow,
we have accumulated much experience in these years.

Regards and kisses,

30 July 1943

Dear wife,

I agree completely, for the unlucky there are few joys and many sorrows in life; I
realize how Mario’s departure must have afflicted you.  You have endured your 
suffering with faith and courage for more than three years, I urge you not to weaken
now. You say: if only they would let you come home; that will come to pass,
provided we are not in a hurry.

I used to see everything through dark glasses. Remember? But I saw clearly; I
foresaw the crash of those in the wrong. Let us wait patiently while we endure our
forced separation.

I am not certain, but I think you are under surveillance, especially when Mario is at
home; this is to be expected and should not surprise us. What information are the
Mounties looking for when they come next time?

After yours, Mario’s letter and my petition; maybe what the policeman told you could 
point to a good path.  But, as above, don’t be in a rush.

As you say, Mario and I are well treated when sick, but in places far from home.

We must resign ourselves and have faith in a better future; millions of families and
individuals are suffering more than we are; many are in mourning, crippled, we are
safe, unjust or not, what can we do?

While I am writing it is raining once again; I hope that tomorrow will be a sunny day.

I return the greetings of the Reverend Don Bortignon and assure him I am in good
health. I am sure your prayers are answered so that you will have your health and
will-power in your cruel solitude.

Regards and kisses, Yours,
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9 August 1943

Dear wife,

I received Mario’s happy news on August 7, I’ll answer him during the week.  About 
Frisco do what you think is best. Of course a respectable person does not go around
with a dog on a leash.

I am glad Mr. Zanni is well again and able to go back to his job.

Anderson’s letter to our son allows us to hope for the best.  My release, however, is to 
be decided by those in charge. One of these days it will have to happen. I cannot
reasonably argue whether the end is near or far since I am totally in the dark; but I
think that since it is almost four years that I have been placed in a secure place; and
although my release may not be near, with each passing day, willingly or not the end
keeps getting closer. I long to get out more for you and our son than for me. To me it
makes almost no difference, I have given up reacting to the events and I go where the
waves toss me; do you expect me to fight destiny? I have neither the will nor the
strength to do it; God is destiny and man is a speck of dust.

My mind adapts better to a sad truth than to the torment of an uncertain hope.

Here the weather is cool if not cold. In these last months I have put on some weight,
almost too much; I need to exercise, but I am too lazy to do it.

My sincere regards and kisses, yours,

29 August 1943

Dear wife,

I received a letter from Mario with two small snapshots on a motorcycle; let him
know as I write to him only once a month and always around the middle of the month.
I hope you received my letter with the information not to stamp letters addressed to
me, nevertheless you must add under my name “Prisoner of War.”

The blank promissory note on Mr. Corradetti’s life is about to expire, patience.  
Rinaldo and Ugo are lucky, I am sure it will not be difficult for them to find a job.

It is a pity this letter will arrive too late to wish Gino and his wife a good time.

Out of two rolls of film taken recently, I am keeping the five best shots, sending one
to you as requested, I will keep the others at my disposal. In my last postcard I told
you of my inability to address a letter to Mr. Anderson; I greatly regret it because I am
sure he would have helped me; if during the coming month I am not as lucky as I
want to be, I know who to blame.

At present the war situation has changed, as has the news we receive, it is easy to see
that it was an illusion, even if it was in good faith; and I am still firmly convinced I
did not deserve to be treated this way.

While writing I have received a letter from Mario dated August 21 with a small photo
of him and three of his mates taken in front of their hut; thank him also for this photo.
Today is a splendid day, I mention it because days like this are rare.
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We are at the end of August, September is drawing near, will it be better? I hope that
the Investigative Commission will prove my pessimism wrong and take the action
which has been years late in coming.

Regards and kisses, Yours,

3 September 1943

Dear wife,

In the last three days the sun has warmed us up a little, which is good since Summer
lasted but a week.

The restrictions on the correspondence to prisoners is extended not only to their
relatives, but also to their acquaintances.

My civilian clothes will still fit me because the changes in my weight are only of a
few pounds.

A few days ago they changed the censor and, from the beginning of the month, also
the regulations: we must write not on the days when we feel like it, but a letter and a
postcard in each of the first three weeks, only a postcard in the fourth week of each
month. This is neither pleasant nor convenient, but it is an order and you understand,
we are the anvil to be hit.

Regards to Nella, Giani and their families.

It will be better if Mario will wait until the end of this month to come to visit me
because, as you know, I am expecting the answer of the Commission. By the way,
yesterday Gian, who was interrogated by the same Commission two months ago,
received word that his imprisonment is to continue.

There would have been more hope for my case had I been able to mail the letter I
previously mentioned to you, but what can I do, abuse of power has no limits;
certainly if the snots were useful it would be better. Patience is the only virtue that
father Adam did leave to his children but the drink is bitter and it does not quench the
thirst. As far as I am concerned, reason is the thing necessary when one is poor
because there are profiteers everywhere, and dishonest ones.

Regards and kisses, Yours,

8 September 1943

Dear wife,

The weather is the same everywhere, it is more humid here and less cold than there.
There is no need for despair regarding Maurizio’s son, he is a volunteer.

The letter which I already spoke to you about was rejected by the Commander of the
camp, not because of its content, but because I am not entitled to send it before
September 25.  If necessary I’ll send it on that date, of course it will not have the same 
effect as if it had been sent at a more opportune time; but as usual we wait for that
blessed day which will have to come.

Kisses, yours
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11 September 1943

Dear wife,

........You do well in not deluding yourself, because an article in a recent issue of “The 
Montreal Gazzette [Gazette]”, September 9, says: “it appears that the Italian civil
prisoners will not be set free.”  I don’t know whether you read the same article in the 
local newspapers; I make no comment, and wait.

Italy capitulated; my forecast was well founded, but now is not the time to engage in
small talk or analysis. One pays for their mistakes, as I am doing or rather as we are
doing. From now on the only thing Italian about me will be my name and I promise
that when I am free I will not mix with the Italian community. The indifferent
behaviour of the Italian government towards us prisoners is blameworthy, the German
government remembers their prisoners monthly.

Yes, there are mysteries, but I don’t believe in these ones.

I am not lacking in health and courage, even without hope; I trust this internment
cannot be eternal.

Regards and kisses, yours,

I was released from camp on September 25, 1943

It was a Saturday.

A.Rebaude.....


